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ABSTRACT

The maternal diet during gestation may have a significant impact on offspring
development and their health later in life. However, it is unknown to what degree the
different macronutrients ingested during pregnancy will affect body weight, metabolism
and behaviours of the offspring. The aim of this study is therefore to investigate the
effects of maternal macronutritional diet during the gestational period on the
development of obesity, the glycometabolism, and anxiety- and depression-like
behaviours in mice offspring.

Female C57BL/6J mice were fed Lab Chow (control) or one of 3 fabricated diets high
in monosodium glutamate (MSG), fat (HF) or carbohydrate (HS) 2 weeks prior to and
during mating, throughout gestation, but not during lactation. Body weight and food
intake of male mice offspring were recorded for 23 weeks to determine when offspring
became obese. A glucose tolerance test (GTT) was conducted on mice at weeks 13, 19
and 22 to determine when obesity started to affect glucose metabolism. Behavioural
tests (open field, elevated maze, novelty suppressed feeding and forced swimming test)
were conducted on weeks 5, 13 and 23 , aiming to determine the possible point at which
obesity commenced to effect anxiety/depression-like behaviours.

Two weeks after the mothers were on a HF, HS or MSG diet they were heavier than
mothers fed a LC diet. Also, the mothers fed a HS diet had a heavier litter than the
mothers fed a HF or MSG diet. Offspring during breast feeding (at age 2 and 3 weeks)
from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG were heavier than offspring from mothers fed a LC
diet.
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After weaning, offspring fed LC from mothers fed LC had a significantly lower food
intake and BW than offspring from mothers fed a HF, HS, or MSG diet. Offspring fed
an Ob diet from a mother fed LC had a significantly lower food intake and BW than
offspring from a mother fed HF, HS or MSG. In this regard, omenta fat was lower in
mice fed LC from mothers fed LC than in mice fed LC or Ob diet from mothers fed HF,
HS or MSG. The results of the GTT showed that different maternal macronutritional
(HF, HS, MSG and LC as control) diets affect the blood glucose levels in offspring
differently. Mice fed an Ob diet showed higher glucose levels than mice fed LC diet.

Behaviour tests at different offspring ages indicated the development of some anxiety/
depression like behaviours. In the elevated maze test mice in the LCm/LCo group
showed more entries and more full body entries into the OA than mice from all other
groups (HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo). Mice in LCm/LCo group therefore showed less anxiety like behaviour than
mice from all others groups. During the open field test rearing frequency was higher in
mice in the groups LCm/LCo and LCm/Obo than in mice in all other groups (HFm/LCo,
HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo). A high frequency of this
behaviour indicates increased locomotor and exploratory activities, and a lower level of
anxiety. In addition, the forced swimming test in all 3 age groups (5, 13 and 23 weeks)
showed that the maternal HS, HF and MGS diets increased immobility time in mice
from the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo group. The increased immobility time in
the FST indicated levels of depression-like behaviour in mice.

This study produced mice offspring which were able to gain body weight and develop
obesity earlier than the control group because their mothers were programmed by a
macronutritional diet (HF, HS, MSG) during the gestation period. Later in life, the mice
v

offspring might have developed glycometabolic disorders, possibly followed by the
development of anxiety- and depression-like symptoms. These findings have important
implications in advising future mothers to be of the importance of gestational diet for
the health of their children.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. Introduction
In the last 3 decades overweight and obesity have been causing problems in developed
countries (WHO 2011). Obesity is a major worldwide health problem of the modern
century which has the potential to become an epidemic disaster (WHO 2011). Obesity is
a condition which affects physical (longevity, arthritis), physiological (hypertension,
impaired glucose tolerance, metabolic disorder, type 2 diabetes, cancer) and
psychosocial (self-confidence, anxiety, depression, dementia) problems (Itallie 1979;
Kanasaki and Koya 2011).
Untreated, obesity can lead to permanent damage to the body which badly affects the
quality of life. The World Health Organisation (WHO) (2011) reports that there are 350
million obese people and over 1 billion overweight people in the world. Worldwide, 2.5
million deaths are attributed to being overweight or obis (World Health Organisation
2006). In addition, WHO (2007) predicted that in 2015 75% of the population will be
overweight and 41% obese (World Health Organization 2007). In Australia, this
condition affects adults of both genders, and children of all ages (Dhir and Ryan 2010).
In Australia, 52% of women and 67% of men are overweight or obese; thus almost 60%
of the adult population in Australia are overweight or obese (World Health Organisation
2011). After smoking, obesity is the biggest cause of mortality and in most countries
10% of healthcare cost is accounted for by obesity-associated complications (Morris
2009).
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Conditions for developing obesity may commence early in utero, according to an
epidemiological study which suggested that a poor maternal diet may program
susceptibility to metabolic disease (obesity and type 2 diabetes) and cardiovascular
diseases in offspring (Armitage et al 2004). Maternal diet during gestation acts as one of
the contributing factors in the developing foetus and affecting their adolescent health
(Srinivasan et al. 2006). Maternal programming is the process in which certain factors
(eg maternal diet) influenced early offspring life and development of their health
(Labayen et al. 2006) and that influence might have direct effects on structural
development such as glial cell growth in the brain which has long term consequences
(Lucas 1998). However, this influence might be an indirect effect on metabolic
processes over receptors in sensitive tissues (Lucas 1998). Maternal programming
through an insufficient diet influences the development of babies with a low birth
weight who become sensitive to the development of obesity later in life (Meyre et.al
2004).
Increased knowledge about overweight and obesity which develops as a consequence of
inadequate maternal diet during gestation and the associated diseases such as type 2
diabetes, hypertension, metabolic disorders, cardiovascular diseases, anxiety and
depression will aid future generations to decrease mortality rates from these conditions.

1.2. Obesity and overweight
Obesity and overweight are chronic conditions which are associated with metabolic
changes and impairment of brain functions (Souza et al. 2007). Metabolic changes
included hyperinsulinaemia, hyperglycaemia, hypertension and changes in leptin and
insulin function. Leptin is a protein produced in white adipose tissue and is responsible
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for body weight regulation by sending signals to the hypothalamus to reduce dietary fat
intake and fat storage (Uwaifo 2006). More obese humans are not leptin deficient but
rather leptin resistant (Uwaifo 2006). Like leptin, insulin resistance is associated with
obesity and cardiovascular diseases. (Katz et al. 2000).
Overweight and obesity can be estimated by measuring Body Mass Index (BMI) in the
population. Overweight people have a BMI >25 kg/m2and obese a BMI >30kg/m2
(Kanasaki and Koya 2011; WHO 2011). Obesity and overweight are conditions in
which excess body weight and body fat percentage is greater than is considered healthy
for a given height (Department of Health and Human Services 2006). Consequently,
this condition is directly related to body fat which can be collected on different parts of
the body; for example android obesity is linked to fat collection mostly in the upper part
of the body (shoulder, chest, neck), gynecoid obesity ( mostly characteristic for women)
where fat sets on the hips, and abdominal obesity, which includes visceral and
subcutaneous abdominal fat, this type is more dangerous for developing other diseases
(high blood pressure, diabetes type II) (Uwaifo 2006). Additionally, a high fat maternal
diet mostly developed abdominal obesity (Fernandez-Twinn and Ozanne 2006; Zhang
et al. 2011).
Obesity may develop from genetic predisposition, underlying illnesses (eg Cushing’s
disorders, hypothyroidism, and polycystic ovary syndrome), eating disorders (bulimia,
anorexia) certain medications (eg. steroids, antidepressants), and a high glycaemic diet
(diet rich in carbohydrates) (Department of Health and Human Services 2006).
However, the overriding cause of obesity is an imbalance between energy intake (EI)
and energy expenditure (EE). When the EI exceeds the EE the excess energy is stored as
fat (Arterburn and Noel 2001), but the pathogenesis of obesity with associated diseases
is complex and permanent (Uwaifo 2006).
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Overweight and obese individuals are at greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes
(T2D), hypertension and cardiovascular diseases (Godfrey and Barker 2000). Many
studies have investigated obesity from different contributing factors for example, Meyre
et al. (2005) reported that a low birth weight in mice induces a higher risk of becoming
overweight, obese and diabetic in adult life, due to impaired insulin secretion/sensitivity
sensing in the foetal pancreatic β-cells. Developed hyperglycaemia seem to occurs
impermanent β-cells and insulin resistance (Chasson and Rabasa-Lhoret 2004). Chasson
(2004) in his study reported that impermanent β-cells can occur earlier than insulin
resistance is measurable. Also, he added that dysfunction of β-cells exist in individuals
genetically predisposed to develop T2D. It is suggested that insulin resistance can be
attributed to obesity and reduced physical activity (Chasson and Rabasa-Lhoret 2004).
Other studies have reported that weight loss or increased physical activity will reverse
the insulin resistance but insulin secretory defect will not be changed (Jacobs 1999;
Chasson and Rabasa-Lhoret 2004).

1.3. Type 2 diabetes
Development of type 2 diabetes (T2D) is more prevalent in obese people (80% of obese
or overweight people develop T2D), but many people who are very obese are able to
maintain normal glucose tolerance (Weyer et al. 2000; Srinivasan et al. 2006). This
disease has a high mortality rate; two thirds of people with T2D die from heart disease
(Ligaray and Isley 2007). T2D or diabetes mellitus, early known as adult-onset diabetes
or non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus is due to defective insulin and insulin
resistance (Ligaray and Isley 2007). The cause of T2D is not understood, and currently
there is no cure for this disease (Jacobs 1999). Therefore, the prevention of T2D is a
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necessary strategy to control a global epidemic. The incidence of T2D will be reduced
with lifestyle modifications that include weight loss and moderate exercise (Kilkkinen
et al. 2007).
The reason for developing T2D in obese people is still unknown (Weyer et al. 2000).
T2D is recognised by fasting hyperglycaemia followed by reduced insulin secretion and
the reduction of recognition of glucose by the insulin sensitive tissues (Andrikopoulos
et al. 2005). One previous study demonstrated that increased free fatty acids influence
insulin resistance and beta cell dysfunction (Ligaray and Isley 2007). There is evidence
that obese people with fat accumulation in the abdomen have a predisposition for
developing pre-diabetic problems such as insulin resistance, hyperinsulinaemia, and
glucose intolerance (Weyer et al. 2000; Corpeleijn et al. 2006). Type 2 diabetes is a
chronic disease characterised by high levels of blood glucose because of the failure of
insulin action or deficit in insulin secretion or a combination of both (Jacobs 1999; Clee
and Attie 2007).
Genetic predisposition and environmental factors such as change in diet, (more
carbohydrates and fat) and an inactive lifestyle, are two major factors influencing the
development of T2D (Jacobs 1999). The genetics of T2D is not understood, but is
assumed that this disease is connected to multiple genes (Ligaray and Isley 2007). The
first dysfunction caused by diabetes is glucose intolerance and is followed by insulin
resistance which is linked to hyperglycaemia, hyperinsulinaemia, elevated triglycerides
and cardiovascular complications associated with obesity and T2D (Brock and Dorman
2007).
Weyer et al. (2000) reported that connections between obesity and T2D come from
different cellularity in adipose tissue. People with an enlarged subcutaneous abdominal
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adipocyte size develop hyperinsulinaemia and glucose intolerance earlier than people
with a similar degree of adiposity but smaller subcutaneous abdominal adipocyte size
(Weyer et al. 2000). People who become obese through an increase in fat cell size
(hypertrophic obesity) have more risk of developing T2D than those in whom the
adiposity accumulation is the result of an increase in fat cell numbers (hyperplastic
obesity) (Weyer et al. 2000).
People with T2D have 2-4 times greater risk of developing coronary heart disease and
atherosclerotic vascular diseases; even mortality from nonfatal coronary heart disease is
higher in people with T2D than in non diabetic people from the same age group (Lehto
et al. 1999). Some studies indicated that hyperglycaemia in diabetic people has an
important function in developing coronary heart disease but hyperinsulinaemia has a
greater risk for developing coronary heart disease in non diabetic people (Lehto et al.
1999; Corpeleijn et al. 2006). T2D can be asymptomatic for years and all these diabetic
complications such as hypoglycaemia, cardiovascular disease, renal failure, retinal
damage, nerve damage and microvascular damage can be discovered in the later stage
of ongoing disease resulting in permanent damage to organs (Jacobs 1999; Tahrani et al.
2011).
The prevalence of T2D is slightly higher in older women than men, hence women may
have given birth to a large infant, or suffer from gestational diabetes mellitus or
polycystic ovary disease which is an insulin resistant condition (Ligaray and Isley
2007). Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) increases the risk of diabetes in offspring
later in life. GDM is recognised by intrauterine hyperglycaemia, which is unknown
(Ding et al. 2012). Pregnancy is a period of insulin resistance with maternal
hyperphagia and glucose usage by the foetus. Also, metabolic changes such as
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hypoglycaemia, insulin resistance in the liver and peripheral tissues and fat deposition
in the maternal body in preparation for lactation are recognised as similarities of HF
feeding during pregnancy (Guo and Catherine 1993). This may be because mothers
preferred or added a high fat diet during their pregnancy (Guo and Catherine 1993).
Previously, diabetes has been thought to affect only older individuals, but recently it has
been shown to occur, and be on the increase, in younger persons as well (Ligaray and
Isley 2007; Farag and Gaballa 2011). Occurrence of T2D at a younger age (7-12 years
old) has been observed especially in obese children (Ligaray and Isley 2007; Newbolda
et al. 2007; Farag and Gaballa 2011) therefore obesity is a risk element in developing
T2D in children as well as in adults (Ponder et al. 2000). These children usually come
from families with no well developed healthy eating habits (emotional eating, skipping
meals, and excessive television/video games). Therefore, nutritional education is a
necessary therapy for children with T2D (Ponder et al. 2000).

1.4. Maternal programming
Maternal programming is a process in which the maternal diet acts during the early life
of offspring and may have effects on their health in adolescence (Labayen et al. 2006;
Bayol et al. 2008). There is a genetic connection and an environmental influence on the
increasing prevalence of obesity. Associated diseases, such as hypertension and
cardiovascular diseases, appear to be impacted by the maternal diet during pregnancy
(Ponder et al. 2000).
Other researchers have found that the offspring appetite regulator which is present in the
foetal hypothalamus, was affected by maternal obesity (Chen et al. 2008). In Chen’s
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(2008) study, maternal obesity contributes to the altered level of offspring leptin that
affected appetite regulation. Undeveloped rodent or human leptin receptors or lack of
leptin can result in development of hyperphagia and obesity (Krechowec et al. 2006).
Also, the insulin-leptin endocrine axes influence rat offspring food intake and the
development of obesity (Vickers et al. 2011). Therefore, maternal obesity before and
during gestation may be a contributing factor in the development of offspring eating
disorders later in life (Chen et al. 2008).
The placenta play an important role in transporting nutrients to the foetus, but foetoplacental components are determined by the mother’s diet and the mother’s body
composition (Lewis et al. 2006). The maternal diet affects the foetus and its
development, therefore, the influence of the mothers’ different diets will affect the
offspring’s consumption of food, body fat, body weight and the development of obesity
and glucose intolerance (Lewis et al. 2006). Mothers fed a high carbohydrate diet in
early pregnancy resulted in lower placental and offspring birth weight. Therefore the
offspring’s risk of cardiovascular diseases rapidly increased (Godfrey et al. 1996).
The variation in human birth weight is influenced 62% by the intrauterine environment
(counting maternal nutrition during gestation) and the remaining 48% is maternal and
paternal genetically influence (Guilloteau et al. 2009). In mice, reduced maternal and
foetal blood flow causes hypoxemia and nutrient restriction in the foetus (Armitage et
al. 2004). Other studies have shown that the supply of nutrients and oxygen in
intrauterine life limits foetal growth in rats (Barker 1997). Undernutrition and
overnutrition in intrauterine life alters cholesterol metabolism, insulin response to
glucose, endocrine and immune functions, and all these changes may influence the
development of coronary heart disease, high blood pressure and T2D (Barker 1997;
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Bayol et al. 2008). Undernutrition in sheep in early pregnancy was implicated in
enlargement of the placenta as an adaptive response (Barker 1997) and the same
adaptive response appears in humans (Barker 1997). Moreover, high nutrient intakes in
early gestation may reduce placental growth and foetal size, therefore high nutrition and
under nutrition have the same effect on the placenta and foetus (Godfrey et al. 1996;
Bayol et al. 2008).
Inadequate maternal diet during the gestational period can produce offspring with low
birth weight and they cannot resist becoming obese as adults as a result of poor foetal
growth which was caused by a reduced number of pancreatic beta cells (Barker 1997;
Guilloteau et al. 2009). The number of pancreatic beta cells are not enough to produce
the required insulin, which is responsible for stimulating cell division in foetal life
(Barker 1997); resulting in, small and underweight babies which lack fat and skeletal
muscles (Barker 1997). Other researchers have shown that a parental high fat diet
affected the endocrine pancreas and beta cells early in female rat offspring (Barres et al.
2010).
Additionally, the combination of a lower birth weight and higher BMI is strongly
connected with later metabolic disease risks such as diabetes (Oken and Gillman 2003).
A mutation in the gene which is responsible for a lower birth weight and T2D appears
to be the cause for this (Meyre et al. 2005 ). Furthermore, Oken and Gillman (2003)
associated low birth weight with a higher risk of abdominal obesity which increased the
risk of cardiovascular disease, which may be mediated through deformations in the
hypothalamic pituitary axis, insulin secretion, and vascular responsiveness.
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Furthermore, mother rats fed a cafeteria diet (the fat- and sugar- rich Western diet) in
the pre-gestation, gestation and lactation period showed some impact on offspring
behaviour (Wright et al. 2011).

1.5. The effect of maternal macronutritional diet on offspring
The maternal diet in the gestational period may have metabolic consequences, such as
overweight, obesity and T2D in their offspring (Krechowec et al. 2006).
Some researchers have found that a HF diet in rats before gestation affected fertility
rates. Mothers fed a HF diet during gestation showed significantly reduced pup survival
compared to mothers fed a low-fat diet (Guo and Catherine 1993). Therefore, maternal
glucose intolerance and insulin resistance caused by a HF diet affected reproductive
performance in rats (Guo and Catherine 1993).
Futher, maternal overnutrition during gestation affected offspring adiposity and appetite
and influences early onset of obesity in offspring (Chen et al. 2008). Rats from an obese
mother show reduced skeletal muscle contraction and energy function. This can be a
result of impaired insulin production (Simara et al. 2011). Offspring rats from a mother
fed junk food during the gestation and lactation period increased adiposity by
accumulation of lipids in skeletal muscle and the liver; probably an early sign of
metabolic changes (Bayol et al. 2005; Simara et al. 2011). Increased visceral adiposity
will also accelerate the development of insulin resistance and T2D in rat offspring
(Bayol et al. 2008). The main cause of the accumulation of adipose tissue is

an

excessive fabricated diet and a lack of physical activity (Jeffcoat 2007). Fabricated
foods are industrially processed and contain high concentrations of macronutritional
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ingredients such as fat, carbohydrates and salt to improve its palatability (Bayol et al.
2008). Therefore, a fabricated food which is not enriched with vitamins and minerals is
very tasty causing people to consume more than they need, resulting in them becoming
overweight or obese (Canetti et al. 2002; Bayol et al. 2008).
Maternal milk composition depends on maternal diet. Therefore offspring rats fed by
lower caloric milk in the suckling period resulted in a lower BW; even after weaning,
when animals were fed a normal diet, they still had a lower BW. Replacing a high
caloric fat-rich rat milk with a carbohydrate-rich milk formula, without change in total
energy intake, resulted in chronic hyperinsulinemia and obesity in rat offspring (Patel
and Srinivasan 2006).
Also, postnatal overnutrition influenced modification of fatty acid of membrane lipids
from liver mitochondria, erythrocytes and thrombocytes in rats. This change of
membrane lipids affected not only the structure but also the functional properties of
cells and caused lipogenesis (Guilloteau et al. 2009). Furthermore, in the postnatal
period, overnourished animals had already increased their BW while suckling; this
increase continued in the juvenile period until adulthood (Guilloteau et al. 2009).
Overnutrition in any stage of life and decreased physical activity both seem very
important factors in the development of obesity (Krechowec et al. 2006).

1.5.1. Fat (Lipids)
Lipids are mostly used in developed countries and contain a high percentage of
saturated fats (Fernandez-Twinn and Ozanne 2006). High fat (HF) feeding in humans or
animals is associated with body weight and fat gain which produce obesity. Also, a HF
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diet influences the development of insulin resistance, decreased insulin sensitivity and
glucose clearance (Guo and Catherine 1993). High consumption of this diet during
gestation may increase the incidence of cardiovascular risk factors in the offspring
(Fernandez-Twinn and Ozanne 2006). Pregnant rats fed a highly saturated diet develop
vascular endothelial dysfunction, hypertension as well as increased adiposity and
cardiovascular dysfunction (Fernandez-Twinn and Ozanne 2006). Later in life,
offspring affected by the high fat diet during gestation will develop an elevated liver
triglyceride (Zhang et al. 2011), reduced hepatic insulin and metabolic disease
(Fernandez-Twinn and Ozanne 2006; Bayol et al. 2008). Also, the obese mice mothers
produced offspring which were physically less active (Samuelsson et al. 2008).
Dietary fat, when, in excess, together with de novo synthesized fats make stored lipids
(Jeffcoat 2007). Mice fed high saturated fat during the gestational period will develop
offspring with a low birth weight (Armitage et al. 2004). West and York (1998)
confirmed that a maternal high fat diet in humans and rodents induces hyperphagia in
their offspring, which increases body fat; this changes the normal neuro-endocrinal
balance which alters metabolic and behavioural functions. However restriction of
dietary fat in pregnant rats will impair the metabolism and growth of their offspring
(Bernadier 1975).

1.5.2. Carbohydrate
Dietary maternal carbohydrates are essential nutrition for foetal growth and the
development of a foetus (Fergusson and Koski 1989). However, a high sugar diet is a
contributing factor in the development of obesity (Elliot et al. 2002). Maternal
overnutrition with carbohydrates in early pregnancy will produce offspring with a low
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BW which will develop high blood pressure in middle age (Guilloteau et al. 2009).
Fructose consumption increases rapidly from 1970 because it became one of the main
ingredients in soft drinks (Bray 2007).
Fructose may not be metabolized efficiently during gestation (Fergusson and Koski
1989) and has a different metabolic process from glucose (Le et al. 2006). Fructose is
not able to penetrate most cells and cannot stimulate the cells in the isolated pancreas to
release insulin (Bray 2007). Foetal measures, such as weight, lipogenic activity and
plasma insulin, are not affected by a maternal fructose diet (Fergusson and Koski
1989). In this case, the mothers act as a buffer for the foetus, converting fructose to
glucose, a sugar which the foetus can use (Fergusson and Koski 1989). Because of these
characteristics, fructose becomes a highly recommended sugar, especially for diabetics
(Fergusson and Koski 1989). Berdanier (1975) fed pregnant mice with a lab stock
(stock is prepared by simmering various ingredients in water) diet that was diluted with
sucrose (consisting of 50% fructose) which resulted in a decrease in serum triglyceride
and insulin levels in the adult offspring. However, offspring fed sucrose in the postweaning period increased their serum triglyceride levels (Bernadier 1975).

1.5.3. Monosodium glutamate
In recent years, per capita consumption of monosodium glutamate (MSG) as a flavour
enhancer has increased to 10g/day. In 1974 this consumption was 0-120mg/kg of BW
(Collison et al. 2008). Increased intake of MSG can cause obesity, hepatic steatosis,
inflammation and dysplasia but the process of these complications is not understood
(Collison et al. 2008).
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Monosodium glutamate as the maternal diet in mice causes offspring obesity,
hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaemia (Maletinska et al. 2005). Experimental rodents
fed MSG during gestation produce offspring with brain damage and subsequent
neuroendocrine disorders such as obesity (Olney and Price 1980). Obesity caused by
MSG is caused by its effect on the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus. The arcuate is a
centre in the hypothalamus for regulation of leptin and insulin, and this centre is
impaired in rodents fed MSG in the first days of their life (Bogdanov and Wurtman
1994; Maletinska et al. 2005).
MSG crosses the placenta and the blood brain barrier damaging the brain during its
development (Olney and Price 1980). However, Walker and Lupine (2000) reported that
MSG may not pass the placental barrier and a higher level of MSG in the mother’s milk
will not increase the level of MSG in her offspring.
.
1.6. Maternal diet and development of anxiety and depression in offspring
Maternal programming is a process in which maternal diet (overnutrition or
undernutrition) and maternal trauma (physical or psychological) may affect foetal
growth and increase the risk of development of obesity, coronary heart disorders, T2D
and mental disorders in offspring (Maniam and Morris 2010). Maniam and Morris
reported that depression and anxiety affected eating behaviour and choice of food in
humans and animals. They prefer to eat more palatable food or “comfort” food (Maniam
and Morris 2010). In the last 3 decades 40% of overweight or obese women became
pregnant. Their obese condition was a consequence of excessive consumption of high
palatable food, mostly rich in fat and sugar which continued during their gestation.
These diets could result in a predisposition for the development of T2D and depression
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later in offspring life (Kim et al. 2007). Depression and anxiety are emotional disorders
and their effect can be reduced by the consumption of highly palatable food (lard and
sugar) (Peleg-Raibsten et al. 2012).
Also, postnatal reduction in rat litter size induced overnutrition which reduced anxiety
behaviour in female rats during the elevated maze test (Spancer and Tilbrook 2009).
The experiment on the rats showed that stress (separation of pups from mothers)
stimulated glucocorticoid which stimulated brain activities (feeding (Hart et al. 1980))
and indirectly inhibited the pituitary-adrenal axis (Pecoraro et al. 2004). Therefore,
manipulating the level of glucocorticoid suggested changes in the consumption of
palatable food (Pecoraro et al. 2004).
Other study reported that exposure of offspring to a HF diet was benefitial in neonatal
development with the development of the hippocampus by promoting neurogenesis
(Morris 2009).The hippocampus is responsible for cognitive function and spatial
learning (Sharma et al. 2010). Moreover, the leptin receptors, which are involved in
mood and emotional regulation, show their presence in the cerebral cortex. Therefore
the central nervous system (CNS) in association with the influence of maternal diet and
T2D, have to be further investigated (Sharma et al. 2010). Also, it is important to raise
questions about the interaction between maternal obesity and anxiety-related behaviour
in offspring. This study was designed to research pre-gestational and gestational effects
of HF, HS and high MSG on anxiety and depression related behaviour in mice
offspring.
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1.7. Anxiety and depression in association with type 2 diabetes
The occurrence of mental diseases, especially anxiety and depression, has increased
worldwide from approximately 23% per capita of population in 1990 to 31% in 2000
(Moller and Henkel 2005). It also appears to have increased at the same rate when
obesity and T2D develop (Sharma et al. 2010). The incidence of depression is higher in
obese and diabetic people than in the normal population (Eren et al. 2007) and showed
similar neuroendocrine abnormalities as obesity and type 2 diabetes (Ahlberg et al.
2002). Moreover, the rate of depression but not anxiety is increasing, in adults, with
increasing levels of obesity and T2D (Skilton et al. 2007). Also, the development of
depression in people with T2D is independent of age, socioeconomic factors, smoking
status, gender, duration of diabetes, and insulin treatment; diabetic complications have a
negative influence on the quality of life (Eren et al. 2007; Skilton et al. 2007). However,
recent studies showed that elderly diabetic patients develop some CNS complications in
association with T2D (Sharma et al. 2010).

1.8 Anxiety and depression in association with overweight and obesity
In the last 20 years psychiatric disorders (eg. anxiety, mood disorders and depression)
increased their rates in overweight and obese people (Souza et al. 2007). Moreover
overweight and obesity cause other psychological problems such as low self esteem and
social discrimination (Newbolda et al. 2007).
The prevalence of overweight and obese rats is associated with increased mood and
anxiety disorders (Souza et al. 2007). Of rats that were fed either standard lab chow or
highly palatable (sucrose enriched) diet for four months, the group consuming a highly
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palatable diet had glucose intolerance, increased insulin resistance and body fat
composition, but no difference in total body weight.
Recent studies reported that serotonin influenced anxiety-related behaviour, food intake
and sleep-wake cycles. Micro dialysis studies showed that increased motor activity or
behavioural arousal will increase concentration of serotonin in multiple forebrain
regions (Bouwknecht et al. 2006).
Depression, anxiety and obesity are connected with the development of cardiovascular
disease and T2D; therefore symptoms of depression and anxiety were examined in
relation to abdominal obesity. Diabetes may be associated with the development of
depression therefore an association between depression and insulin resistance is evident
(Skilton, et al. 2007). In the USA and Canada research suggests an association between
obesity and depression (Skilton, et al 2007).
Leon (1977) suggested a behavioural approach can be taken in an attempt to analyse
obesity as excessive eating caused by anxiety, emotional arousal, and loneliness. The
pleasurable feelings gained from eating food, which promotes a decreased state of
anxiety, will result in the development of a relationship in which such eating behaviours
will cause obesity (Leon 1977).

1.9. Assessing anxiety and depression in rodents
Anxiety and depression changes both rodent and human behaviour towards every day
activities such as eating, sleeping, physical activities and interests (Alhberg et al. 2002).
These changes may be associated with other diseases (T2D and cardiovascular disease)
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which will affect the work capacity and quality of life in humans (Leon 1997). The diets
of the mother’s and offspring will not only influence their body weight but also affect
their behaviour. In a rodent model, depression and anxiety could be measured by “state
anxiety”. State anxiety is a mouse’s response to the level of stress in certain procedures
at a particular moment in time (Bourin et al. 2007). In this study there are some
conditions which will stimulate the development of these behaviour changes therefore
the assessment of mice will be performed by the 4 most commonly used behaviour
tests:
a) Open field test- estimates the level of anxiety. This test assesses locomotor activity of
mice such as arching forward, rearing, grooming and how often they visit the centre or
any of the 4 corners (Bouwknecht et al. 2006).
b) Elevated plus maze test- assesses time which mouse spends in open, closed arms or
central platform. More time spent in the closed area, and avoiding open arm and central
platform, indicates an increased level of anxiety (Burne et al. 2004).
c) Novelty suppressed feeding test- estimates the level of anxiety and depression by
estimating time which mice spend exploring and approaching a familiar food (Burne et
al.2004).
d) Forced swimming test- assesses depression in mice by evaluating the time mice
spend immobile, no movement or floating, small movements just to maintain the head
above water (Burne et al. 2004).
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1.10. Summary
Maternal programming influences the development of obesity in male offspring.
Obesity is a health condition that can increase the risk of other diseases (T2D, heart
problems, arthritis, anxiety and depression) and affects working ability, quality and
longevity of life.
Present literature has reported many different views in examining obesity and T2D and
associated complications (Diniz et al. 2006). As noted above, maternal programming
influenced weight gain, release of insulin and behaviour changes in offspring.
Nevertheless, this study showed how offspring obesogenic diet, in combination with a
maternal diet, induces weight gain, the release of insulin and behaviour changes in
offspring.

1.11. Aims and hypothesis
1.11.1. Aims
The aim of this project is to establish an animal model that will examine the effects of
the maternal diet during gestation and the associated effects on the offspring in relation
to obesity, T2D, anxiety and depression, as well as the prevention of the increasing
epidemic of these conditions in the population.
Specifically, it will determine:
1. The effect maternal diets (fat, sugar and monosodium glutamate) have on:
a) Body weight, and body fat deposition
b) The development of obesity
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c) The development of type 2 diabetes
d) The development of anxiety and depression in offspring
1.11.2. Hypothesis
This study produces male mice offspring that are able to gain body weight and develop
obesity earlier than the control (LCm/ LCo or LCm/ Obo) group. Their mothers were
programmed by a macronutritional diet (high saturated fat, high fructose and high
MSG) during the gestation period for them to develop obesity. Later in offspring life
they will expect to develop T2D as an effect of their obesity. At the same time, with the
development of obesity, maternal programming may cause the development of anxiety
and depression or these may develop later in offspring life as an effect of obesity.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Animals and housing
57 female and 20 male C57BL/6J mice at 7 weeks of age were obtained from the
Animal Resource Centre, Perth, Western Australia. These mice were used for this study
because they are susceptible to diet induced obesity and type 2 diabetes (Gallou-Kabani
2007); (Surwit 1988); (Winzel 2004). The mice were housed in the University of
Wollongong Animal Research Facility. The holding room temperature was kept at
22±2ºC and reverse photoperiod lighting cycle L: D 12:12 (light cycle 19:00 – 7:00) and
dark cycle (7:00-19:00). The female mice were housed 3 per cage and males 5 per cage
in (30x17x12cm) polypropylene cages with sawdust substrate and wood shavings for
nesting. Mice were visually assessed daily to determine their wellbeing. Water and lab
chow (LC) or fabricated food was provided ad lib. The cages were changed weekly if
there was more than one mouse in a cage otherwise fortnightly. The Animal Ethics
Committee, University of Wollongong, approved all procedures in this research.

2.2. Experimental procedures and diets
After 1 week acclimatisation, female mice were weighed and randomly, but evenly,
assigned to one of the following 4 diets: 1. High Fat (HF) (40 of kcal/g saturated fat,
37% of kcal/g carbohydrates, 20% of kcal/g protein, 3% of kcal/g fat); 2. High Sugar
(HS) (40% of kcal/g fructose, 39% of kcal/g carbohydrates, 18% of kcal/g proteins,
3% of kcal/g fat); 3. Monosodium Glutamate (MSG) (4% of kcal/g monosodium
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glutamate (MSG), 80% of kcal/g carbohydrates, 17% of kcal/g proteins, 3% of kcal/g
fat); 4. Control or LC (3.9% kcal/g; 10% fat, 74% carbohydrates, 16% protein). All
diets were made from semisynthetic materials according to the recommendation of
AIN93 Diet (Reeves et al. 1993; Yu et al 1996) for Laboratory Rodents.
The female mice were on a fabricated diet (Table 2.1) for 2 weeks before mating
so that females developed obesity and metabolic disorders which would affect the
development of the embryo (Bayol 2005). After two weeks on the fabricated diets
mice were weighed and housed at 3 females with 1 male for 2 weeks. Whist
remaining on a diet for 2 weeks pregnant female mice were weighed and
separated into individual cages so that females could nest and give birth. Male
mice were kept on LC diet until next mating. The females were weighed weekly
until they gave birth. Mice remained on their respective diets throughout the
mating and gestation period. After parturition, female mice were fed LC for 3
weeks until offspring were weaned and separated. One week after weaning,
females were fed their respective diet for 2 weeks before re-mating. In the case of
abortion and failure to conceive, females stayed on the fabricated diet and were
re-mated after 2 weeks (1female with 1 male). If pups had been cannibalised
before weaning, females were fed LC another week than re-mated. Females and
males were mated up to 4-5 times.
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Table 2.1. The mothers’ fabricated diets: high fat (HF), high sugar (HS) and
monosodium glutamate (MSG)
Ingredients

HF

HS

MSG

kcal/g

kcal/g

kcal/g

Cornstarch

3.44

3.44

3.44

Sucrose

0.91

3.82

0.91

Copha

8.84

Lard

11.05

Sunflower

2.11

2.11

2.11

Gelatine

3.46

3.46

3.46

Casein

4.04

4.04

4.04

Total

33.85

16.89

13.98

2.3 Offspring
Only male offspring were used in the behaviour studies to minimise the possible
influence of sex hormones (Lightfoot 2008). Excess offspring were used in other
studies or euthanized after weaning (3 weeks of age); in this way the size of litter
stayed even from birth to weaning time.
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2.4. Food preparation (for offspring) and experimental parameters
Offspring were weighed at two weeks of age and then every week thereafter to 23
weeks of age on an Ohaus balance calibrated to±0.01g. Offspring body weight
(BW) was recorded from 2 weeks of age to observe early maternal influence during
gestation on offspring weight.
After weaning male offspring were single housed and fed either obesogenic (Ob,
41.28 kcal/g) or lab chow diet (LC 3.9 kcal/g) (Table 2.3.) The obesgenic diet was
prepared before administration and kept in the fridge during administration (Table
2.2.)
Table 2.2. Offspring diet after weaning, obesogenic (Ob) diet.
Ingredient

Ob diet

Cornstarch
s

3.44
(kcal/g)

Sucrose

3.82

Copha

8.83

Lard

8.83

Sunflower

8.83

Gelatine

3.46

Casein

4.04

Total

41.28
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Table 2.3. The numbers of mice in each group.

Mother
feeding

Offspring feeding

Ob (n)

LC (n)

LC

12

12

HF

6

7

HS

7

8

MSG

11

13

2.5. Food intake and feeding efficiency
Six mice from each group were involved in tests which lasted from week 3 to
week 13. To determine any difference in food intake between groups, the food was
weighted weekly. In food efficiency tests the food is required to produce 1 g of
body mass (Estrada-Smith 2006). The data was collected weekly for 11 weeks, the
body weight and food intake of each mouse. Feeding efficiency was calculated by
dividing the change in the body weight (g) with total amount of food intake (g)
over 10 weeks.
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2.6. Glucose tolerance test (GTT)
Mice were fasted 16 hours for this test. The blood samples were taken before a
solution of glucose was administered by intraperitoneal (IP) injection. The glucose
tolerance test (GTT) should show the elimination of an intraperitoneal injected
glucose load from the body. Blood glucose was measured at different time-points (0,
30, 60 and 120 minutes) during the following 2 hours. This test was performed 3
times (at week 13, 19 and 22) over 23 weeks (see Chapter 4 for details).

2.7. Behaviour tests
The behaviour study (see Chapter 5) was based on 4 behaviour tests which were
performed on male offspring from mothers fed LC, HF, HS and MSG diets. The
tests were performed between 7:00 and 15:00 and were repeated 3 times at
different ages, that is, when the offspring were 5, 13 and 23 weeks old. This
consisted of 4 tests:


Open field test (OFT)



Elevated plus maze test (EPMT)



Novelty suppressed feeding test (NSFT)



Forced swimming test (FST).
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2.8. Tissue sampling

All mice were sacrificed at 23 weeks of ages. Mice were placed in a chamber prefilled >70% CO2 causing rapid asphyxiation. After they were euthanized, animal
tissue was harvested. First, the blood was drained from the left ventricle of the
heart. During the process of collecting other tissue, the blood was kept in the tubes
on the ice. In the laboratory the blood was centrifuged and plasma was stored at 200C. The brain was collected and frozen in liquid nitrogen then stored in a freezer
at -800C. The liver weight was collected as well as the length of the body (noseanus). The rest of each mouse body was frozen for later collection of fat tissue
(white adipose tissue (WAT) and sub-scapular brown adipose tissue (BAT)),
following the procedures established in our laboratory (Weston-Green 2011).

2.9. Statistical analysis

The BW, GTT and behaviour tests were statistically analysed with SPSS-19
(Windows version 19.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago). The Skew-Kurtosis test was
performed to test whether data were distributed normally as a repeated measure.
The three way repeated ANOVA (Mother’s Diet x Offspring Diet x Time as a
repeated measure) was performed to examine the effect of maternal and offspring
diet over time. When the three way ANOVA showed a significant effect of
differences (P<0.05), the Tukey’s post hoc, multiple comparisons, was followed to
determine at which level this significance occurred.

The two way ANOVA

(Mothers Diet x Offspring Diet) was used to analyse fat, cumulative BW gain and
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cumulative food intake. A P-value of less than 0.05 (P≤0.05) was considered
statistically significant.
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CHAPTER 3

INFLUENCE OF MATERNAL MACRONUTRITIONAL DIET ON BODY
WEIGHT AND FOOD INTAKE IN OFFSPRING

3.1. Induction

Obesity is widespread throughout the world and affects both genders at all age of life
from childhood to adulthood. In 2010, 6.4% of the world population suffered from this
disease (Farag and Gaballa 2011). The predisposition for developing obesity can be
genetic (West 1998), environmental (hyperphagia and consumption of highly caloric
food) or influenced by maternal diet during gestation (Tozuka et al. 2009).

Both unde nutrition or overnutrition during gestation are associated with the possibility
of developing diabetes, obesity and other diseases in offspring (Devlin and Bouxsein
2011). Many studies emphasise the importance of the maternal diet during gestation and
lactation, and its influence on development of obesity, glycometabolic disorders, T2D,
cardiovascular disease and mental diseases by offspring in later life. All these diseases
will affect the quality and longevity of life (Armitage et al. 2004; Keipert et al. 2011).
Some studies suggest that the variation of human birth weight is mostly (62%) of
intrauterine nutrition (Guilloteau et al. 2009). The influence of intrauterine life affects
the later life of offspring but the mechanisms are unknown. Barker discovered that
perinatal environment could affect hormone levels and glucose tolerance in the
offspring. This occurrence is known as programming. For example, offspring with low
birth weight as a result of maternal undernutrition in gestation have an increased chance
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of developing cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension, coronary heart disease and
stroke (Barker 1997; Hoet and Hanson 1998).

In rat experiments over nutrition during gestation resulted in a higher body weight gain
during the suckling period (Guilloteau et al. 2009). According to 2010 WHO statistics,
the number of women suffering from gestational diabetes has increased rapidly due to
greater consumption of food high in saturated fat, sugar and salt (Chengya et al. 2010).
This Chapter therefore reports the influence of a maternal HF, HS or MSG diet on the
increased food intake, and development of overweight and obese male offspring.

3.2. Materials and methods

3.2.1. Animals and diet

Mice C57BL/6J (7 weeks old) was used in this study. After one week of acclimatisation
females were grouped in the four different diet groups. They were fed with 3 different
diets (HF, HS and MSG) plus control (LC) diet, for the maternal programming.
Commencing two weeks after females were fed a fabricated diet, they were mated with
males but continued to be fed with the fabricated diets. After mothers gave birth they
were returned to a lab chow diet. Half of the male offspring (after weaning) were fed a
LC diet and the other half was fed an OB diet. They were grouped according to their
maternal diet. More details can be obtained from Chapter 2.
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3.2.2. Body Weight

The mothers were weighed weekly from arrival until they were used for reproduction.
In the offspring, the body weight was measured and recorded weekly from 2 to 23
weeks of age (see Chapter 2).

3.2.3. Food intake and feeding efficiency

The food intake test was performed on 48 mice (6 mice from each group). The test
measured and recorded the weekly consumption of food from 3 to 13 weeks of age. The
efficiency, for this period of time, was calculated (body weight gain/food consumed)
and analysed.

3.2.4. Adipose tissues and liver weight, body length

At the age of 23 weeks, the mice were euthanized. Adipose tissue (omental, perirenal,
subcutaneous and sub scapular) was collected and individually weighed. The liver
weight and body length were collected as parameters for examining the influence of the
maternal diet on body length and organ weight in the mice.

3.2.5. Statistical analysis

As already described in Chapter 2, body weight gain and food intake analysis was
performed by three way ANOVA (MD x OD x time) followed by a post hoc test. Total
body weight gain, total food intake, body length, liver weight and adipose tissue
amounts were analysed by 2 way ANOVA (MD x OD).
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3.3. Results

3.3.1. Maternal programming

The body weight (BW) of mother mice, before they were fed the specific diet (HF, HS,
or MSG), was not significantly different (F (3, 28) =1.067, P=0.379). However, the body
weight of mothers significantly changed after one week on the diet (F (3, 28) =10.215,
P=0.000). According to the post hoc test mothers fed with the HF (P=0.005) and HS
(P=0.000) diet were significantly heavier than mothers fed with the LC diet. In addition,
the mothers on the HS diet (P=0.007) were significantly heavier than the mothers in the
MSG group. After 2 weeks on their diet, mothers had significant differences in their
BW (F (3, 28) =8.819, P=0.000) and post hoc analysis showed that the mothers fed a HF
(P=0.001) and HS (P=0.002) diet were significantly heavier than mothers fed the LC
diet. Furthermore, the mothers in the HF (P=0.022) and HS (P=0.049) groups were
significantly heavier than the mothers in the MGS group. After 3 weeks on their diet
and the first week of mating, a significant difference in the BW of mothers still existed
(F

(3, 28)

=3.884, P=0.019), the post hoc test showing that the mothers fed a HS

(P=0.032) diet were significantly heavier than the mothers fed the MSG diet (Table
3.1).

Although there were significant differences in the litter weight (F

(3, 28)

=7.304,

P=0.001), mothers fed a high sugar diet had a significantly heavier litter than the
mothers fed a HF (P=0.012) or MSG (P=0.001) diet. The mothers in the LC (P=0.052)
group had a significantly heavier litter than the mothers fed the MSG diet. Comparing
the weight of litters between the mothers fed a LC and HF (P=0.219) diet and the
mothers fed a LC and HS (P=0.611) diet did not show a significant difference. The
number of pups in the litter were significantly different (F (3, 28) =11.967, P=0.000); the
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mothers fed a HF (P=0.003) or MSG (P=0.001) diet had a lower number of pups in the
litter than mothers from the control (LC) group. Also, the mothers in the MSG group
had a lower number of pups than the mothers in the HS group (Table3.1).
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Table 3.1. Effect of different macronutritional diet (lab chow (control), high fat, high sugar and high monosodium glutamate) on the mother’s
body weight, litter weight and number of pups in the litter
Mothers fed
different diet

BW before diet

BW after 1 week
on diet

BW after 2 weeks
on diet

BW after 3 weeks
on diet/ first week
mating

Litter weight

Number of pups
in the litter

LC (n=7)

15.63±0.08

16.35±0.20

17.05±0.49

20.42±0.86

37.68±2.79

7.43±0.43

HF (n=8)

15.99±0.25

17.71±0.35º

19.98±0.59º

22.60±0.87º

30.95±2.52*

4.88±0.61º

HS (n=8)

16.00±0.15

18.07±0.26º

19.13±0.27º

22.93±0.92º

42.68±1.78

7.38±0.42

MSG (n=9)

15.80±0.14

16.93±0.08*

17.92±0.16# *

19.52±0.77*

27.24±3.48 º*

4.44±0.50º*

ºP<0.005 vs control, #P<0.01 vs mothers fed high fat diet (HF), *P<0.02 vs mothers fed high sugar diet (HS).
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3.3.2. Offspring body weight

Body weight changes before weaning (Weeks 2-3): without influence of offspring
diet
At age 2 and 3 weeks, offspring were fed solely with breast milk. During this period the
pups from mothers fed a high fat, high sugar or high monosodium glutamate diet gained
significantly more body weight than the pups from mothers fed a lab chow diet.
At week 2 the two way repeated ANOVAs (BW x TIME) showed a significant effect of
mother’s diet (MD) (F (3, 72) =19.135, P=0.000) and time (F (1, 72) =151.923, P=0.000).
Interaction between MD and time (F (3, 72) =4.181, P=0.009) was significantly different
as well. Further, post hoc calculation showed that offspring from mothers fed a high fat
(P=0.000), high sugar (P=0.000) or high monosodium glutamate (P=0.000) diet had
significantly higher body weight than offspring from mothers fed a lab chow (control)
diet (Figure 3.2.).

**

10

**

9

**

Body Weight (g)

8

**

7

**

**

6
5

week 2

4

week 3

3
2
1
0
LCm/ LC

HFm/ LC

HSm/ LC

MSGm/ LC

Figure 3.1. At weeks 2 and 3 the body weight of offspring from mothers fed high fat,
high sugar or high monosodium glutamate were significantly higher than in offspring
from mothers fed lab chow diet. **P<0.001vs offspring from mothers fed lab chow.
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3.3.3. Body weight changes after weaning (weeks 4-23): Were there any effects of
obesogenic diet
The three-way ANOVA (MD x OD x TIME as a repeated measure) showed significant
effects of time (F(1,66),=2254.371, P=0.000), MD (F(3,66),=7.908, P=0.000) and OD
(F(1,66),=18.171, P=0.000) in the body weight change from week 4 to week 23 (Figure
3.3. A and B). There was also a significant interaction between time and OD (F (1, 66),
=5.271, P=0.025) but not significant interaction between time, MD and OD (F

(3, 66),

=2.190, P=0.097). The post hoc test indicated that accumulated body weight gain in
mice was significantly greater in the HFm/Obo (P=0.001), HSm/Obo (P=0.003) and
MSGm/ Obo (P=0.001) compared with the LCm/LCo group. Also, mice in the HSm/Obo
(P=0.028) had significantly greater accumulated body weight gain than those in the
MSGm/ LCo group (Figure 3.3. C).
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Figure 3.2.A: Cumulative Body Weight Gain (mean±SEM) from week 4 to 22 of mice
fed lab chow or obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar
(HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) B:
Cumulative Body Weight Gain (mean±SEM) from week 4 to 22 of mice fed lab chow
or obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo),
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). C:Total Body Weight
Gain (mean±SEM) after 20 weeks of mice fed lab chow diet from mothers fed high fat
(HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or lab chow
diet (LCm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high
sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).
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*P< 0.05 vs control (LCm/LCo), # P< 0.05 vs ofspring fed obesogenic diet from mother
fed high sugar (HSm/Obo), diet.

3.3.4. Food Intake of offspring
Repeated measures in the cumulative food intake over time showed a significant effect
of MD (F(3,40)=35.882, P=0.000) and OD (F(1,40)=30.415, P=0.000). There was also a
significant interaction, between time and MD (F(3,40)=51.355, P=0.000) as well as time
and OD (F(1,40)=48.476, P=0.000). (Figure 3.4 A and B).
Two way ANOVA for total food intake showed significant differences in MD (F(3,40)=
60.486, P=0.000), OD (F(1,40)=16.366, P=0.000) but interaction between MD and OD
showed only a tendency to significance (F(3,40)=2.597, P=0.066) . The post hoc test,
showed that mice from the HFm/LCo (P=0.000), HSm/LCo (P=0.000) and MSGm/LCo
(P=0.000), LCm/Obo (P=0.000), HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and
MSGm/Obo (P=0.000) groups consumed significantly more food than mice from the
LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.4. C). In addition, mice from the HFm/Obo (P=0.000),
HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and MSGm/Obo (P=0.000) groups consumed significantly more
food than mice from the LCm/Obo group (Figure 3.4. C).
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Figure 3.3. A : Cummulative food intake (mean±SEM, kcal) of mice fed lab chow diet
from mother fed lab chow (LCm /LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo) or
monosodium glutamate (MSGm /LCo) diets. B: Cummulative food intake (mean±SEM,
kcal) of mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm /Obo), high fat (HFm
/Obo), high sugar (HSm /Obo) or monosodium glutamate (MSGm /Obo) diets. C: Total
food intake (mean±SEM, kcal) after 11 weeks of mice fed lab chow diet from mothers
fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or
lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
(HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow
diet (LCm/Obo).*P< 0.01 vs control (LCm/LCo) and # P< 0.01vs offspring fed lab chow
from mothers fed LC (LCm/Obo).

3.3.5. Feeding Efficiency (FE)
The total feeding efficiency was analysed by two way ANOVA and showed that feeding
efficiency was significantly different in MD (F(3.47)= 22.745, P=0.000) and interaction
between MD and OD (F(3,47)= 4.467, P=0.008). OD showed a tendency to significance
(F (1, 47) = 3.660, P=0.063). The post hoc test indicated significantly greater FE in mice
from the HSm/LCo (P=0.018), HFm/Obo (P=0.004), HSm/Obo (P=0.005) and MSGm/Obo
(P=0.001) groups than the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.5.). The HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo groups had no significant difference in FE compared with the LCm/Obo
(P>0.05) group.
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Figure 3.4. Total feeding efficiency (mean±SEM) after 11 weeks of mice fed lab chow
diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate
(MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).*P< 0.01 vs control (LCm/LCo) group.

3.3.6. Adiposity
3.3.6.1.Visceral Adipose Tissue
1. Omenta Fat
The two way ANOVA showed significant effects of MD ( F(3,68)=48.054, P=0.000) ,OD
(F(1,68)=122.565, P=0.000) and the interaction between MD and OD ( F(3,68)=22.802,
P=0.000) in the amount of omenta fat. The post hoc test showed significantly more
omenta fat in mice from the HFm/LCo (P=0.000), HSm/LCo (P=0.000) and MSGm/LCo
(P=0.000) groups than the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.6). Significantly more omenta fat
was found in mice groups HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and MSGm/Obo
(P=0.000) than in the LCm/LCo or LCm/Obo groups (Figure 3.6). However, mice fed an
obesogenic diet from mothers fed HF (P=0.000), HS (P=0.000) or MSG (P=0.000) had
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significantly more omenta fat compared with mice fed a LC diet from mothers fed a HF,
HS or MSG diet (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.5. Omental fat mass (mean±SEM,g) of mice fed lab chow diet from mothers
fed high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo)
or lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
(HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo) or lab chow
diet (LCm/Obo). *P<0.001vs control(LCm/LCo). #P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet
from mothers fed lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet
from mothers fed high fat diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed sugar diet (HSm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Table 3.2. Mean body weight (mean±SEM), fat pad mass (mean±SEM), liver weight (mean±SEM) and body length (mean±SEM) in mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mother fed
lab chow (LCm/LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high
sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).
Offspring on lab chow diet
Body
(g)

Weight

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

Offspring on obesogenic diet
HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

IBW

4.74±0.13

6.91±0.49*

6.56±0.33*

6.12±0.25*

4.74±0.16

6.69±0.52*

7.01±0.33*

6.30±0.32*

FBW

24.70±0.58

29.40±0.58*

28.48±1.16*

27.66±0.49*

26.91±0.52

30.23±0.25*

31.37±1.13*

29.35±0.83*

BWG

19.96±0.54

22.71±0.73*

21.48±0.98*

21.35±0.40*

22.19±0.42

23.32±0.53*

24.71±0.98*

23.23±0.80*

Fat mass (g)
Perirenal

0.73±0.02

1.05±0.04*

1.09±0.03*

0.95±0.02*

0.98±0.02*

1.15±0.02*#

1.17±0.01*#

1.13±0.01*#

Omenta

1.09±0.01

1.42±0.03*

1.50±0.03*

1.39±0.02*

1.38±0.01*

1.75±0.02*#

1.88±0.01*#

1.69±0.01*#

Epididymal

0.52±0.02

0.84±0.03*

0.81±0.03*

0.75±0.06*

0.73±0.02*

1.46±0.01*

1.47±0.02*#

0.83±0.03*

Subcutaneous

0.89±0.03

1.62±0.03*

1.63±0.03*

1.25±0.05*

1.73±0.03*

2.27±0.06*#

2.29±0.08*#

1.94±0.00*

Visceral fat

2.34±0.03

3.30±0.05*

3.39±0.05*

3.06±0.03*

3.09±0.04*

4.36±0.02*#

4.53±0.02*#

3.65±0.02*#

Visceral
fat/FBW(%)

9.53±0.31

11.24±0.23

12.01±0.45

11.08±0.18

11.53±0.29

14.44±0.11

15.59±0.53

12.54±0.35

Brown Fat

0.10±0.00

0.07±0.00

0.08±0.02

0.08±0.02

0.08±0.07

0.08±0.01

0.08±0.00

0.06±0.02

Liver
(g)

0.96±0.02

1.23±0.02*

1.24±0.02*

1.04±0.02

1.14±0.04*

1.44±0.05*#

1.82±0.08*#

1.23±0.01*

Weight

9.71±0.21
10.04±0.14
9.75±0.23
9.51±0.16
10.05±0.19
10.26±0.09
9.75±0.12
Body Length 9.77±0.09
(cm)
*P<0.05vs mice fed lab chow from mother fed lab chow diet (LC m/LCo). #P<0.05 vs mice fed obesogenic from mother fed lab chow diet (LC m/Obo). IBW: initial body weight,
FBW: final body weight, BWG: Body weight gain.
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2. Perirenal Fat
The two way ANOVA showed a significant effect of MD ( F(3,68)=68.178, P=0.000) ,
OD (F(1,68)=84.371, P=0.000) and interaction between MD and OD (F(3,68)= 5.647,
P=0.002) in the amount of perirenal fat. The post hoc test showed significantly more
perirenal fat in mice from the HFm/LCo (P=0.000), HSm/LCo (P=0.000) and MSGm/LCo
(P=0.000) groups than the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.7).However, mice from the
HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and MSGm/Obo (P=0.000) groups had
significantly more perirenal fat than mice in groups LCm/LCo or LCm/Obo (Figure 3.7).
In addition, mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed HF (P=0.000), HS (P=0.000) or
MSG (P=0.000) diets had significantly more perirenal fat compared with mice fed an
LC diet from the mothers fed HF, HS or MSG diets (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.6. Perirenal fat mass (mean±SEM,g) of mice fed lab chow diet from mothers
fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or
lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
(HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow
diet (LCm/Obo). *P<0.001vs control(LCm/LCo). #P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet
from mothers fed lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high fat diet (HFm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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3. Epididymal Fat
Two way ANOVA indicated significant effects of MD( F(3,68)=8.786, P=0.000) , OD
(F(1,68)=11.712, P=0.001) and interaction between MD and OD (F(3,68)= 5.647, P=
0.005) in epididymal fat. The post hoc test showed significantly more epididymal fat in
mice from the HFm/LCo (P=0.001), HSm/LCo (P=0.000) and MSGm/LCo (P=0.010)
groups than the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.8). There was significantly more epididymal
fat in mice from the HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and MSGm/Obo (P=0.005)
groups than from the LCm/LCo group. Only the HSm/Obo (P=0.05) group had
significantly more epididymal fat than the LCm/Obo group. There was no significant
difference in epididymal fat when comparing mice fed an Ob diet from mothers fed HF
(P=1.000), HS (P=0.139) and MSG (P=1.000) diets with mice fed an LC diet from
mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7. Epididymal fat mass (mean±SEM,g) of mice fed lab chow diet from
mothers fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate
(MSGm/LCo) or lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers
fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or
lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). *P<0.05vs control (LCm/LCo). #P<0.001 vs mice on
obesogenic diet from mothers fed lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).
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The total visceral adipose tissue (omental+ epididymal+perirenal adipose tissue) was
also analysed. There were significant effects of MD (F(3,67)=408.458, P=0.000) , OD
(F(1,67)=936.915, P=0.000) and interaction between MD and OD ( F(3,67)=20.312,
P=0.000). There was

significantly more visceral adipose tissue in mice from the

HFm/LCo (P=0.000), HSm/LCo (P=0.000) and MSGm/LCo (P=0.000) groups compared to
the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.9). Mice from the

HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo

(P=0.000) and MSGm/Obo (P=0.000) groups had significantly more visceral fat than
mice in groups LCm/LCo or LCm/Obo (Figure 3.9).In addition, mice fed obesogenic diet
from mothers fed HF (P=0.000), HS (P=0.000) or MSG (P=0.000) diets had
significantly more visceral fat compared with mice fed an LC diet from mothers fed HF,
HS or MSG diet (Figure 3.9).
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Figur 3.8. Visceral adipose tissue (omental+ epididymal+perirenal adipose tissue,
mean±SEM) of mice fed lab chow diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar
(HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and mice
fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo),
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).*P< 0.001 vs control
(LCm/LCo), #P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed lab chow diet
(LCm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat diet
(HFm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet
(HSm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed momosodium
glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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3.3.6.2. Subcutaneous adipose tissue
The two way ANOVA resualts for subcutaneus fat showed significant effects of MD (
F(3,67)=89.174, P=0.000) , OD (F(1,67)=225.558, P=0.000) and also significant interaction
between MD and OD ( F(3,67)=12.954, P=0.000). The post hoc test showed that there
was significantly more subcutaneous fat in mice from the HFm/LCo (P=0.000), HSm/LCo
(P=0.000), MSGm/LCo (P=0.000),

HFm/Obo (P=0.000),

HSm/Obo (P=0.000)

and

MSGm/Obo (P=0.000) groups compared to the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.10). Mice fed
obesogenic diet did not show any significant difference compared to mice in the
LCm/Obo group. There was no significant difference in mice fed Ob diet from a mother
fed HF (HFm/Obo (P=1.000)), high sugar (HSm/Obo (P=1.000)) or high MSG
(MSGm/Obo (P=0.481)) compared to mice fed an LC diet from mothers fed HF, HS or
MSG diets (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.9. Subcutaneous fat mass (mean±SEM,g) of mice fed lab chow diet from
mothers fed high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate
(MSGm/LCo) or lab chow (LCm/LCo) diet and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers
fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or
lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). *P<0.05vs control (LCm/LCo).
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3.3.6.3. Total white adipose tissue (WAT)
In respecte of white adipose tissue (subcutaneous + visceral fat), there were significant
effect of MD ( F(3,67)=593.802, P=0.000) , OD (F(1,67)=1400.464, P=0.000) and
interaction between MD and O
D ( F(3,67)=13.501, P=0.000). The post hoc test showed that there was significantly more
WAT in mice from the HFm/LCo (P=0.000), HSm/LCo (P=0.000) and MSGm/LCo
(P=0.000) groups than the LCm/LCo group (Figure 3.11). However, mice from the
HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and MSGm/Obo groups (P=0.000) had
significantly more WAT than mice in groups LCm/LCo or LCm/Obo (Figure 3.11).
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Figur 3.10. White adipose tissue (subcutaneous + viscerale adipose tissue, mean±SEM)
of mice on lab chow or obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/LCo), high
sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) or lab chow diet (LCm/LCo) and
mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo),
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo).*P< 0.001 vs control
(LCm/LCo), #P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed lab chow diet
(LCm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat diet
(HFm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet
(HSm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed monosodium
glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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3.3.6.4. Brown Fat
Neither, MD and OD, significantly affected the amount of brown fat in mice. There
was no significant difference in the amount of brown fat between all treatments groups
(Table 3.2.)

3.3.7. Liver Weight
The two way ANOVA indicated significant effects of MD (F(3,68)=72.594, P=0.000) ,
OD (F(1,68)=113.740, P=0.000) and interaction between MD and OD (F(3,68)=13.025,
P=0.000) in liver weight. The post hoc test showed that the HFm/LCo (P=0.000),
HSm/LCo (P=0.000), LCm/Obo (P=0.002), HFm/Obo (P=0.000), HSm/Obo (P=0.000) and
MSGm/Obo(P=0.000) groups had a significantly heavier liver than the LCm/LCo group.
Mice from the HFm/Obo (P=0.000) and HSm/Obo (P=0.000) groups had a significantly
heavier liver than the LCm/Obo group (Figure 3.12). Mice fed Ob diet from mothers fed
HF (HFm/Obo (P=0.000)) and high sugar (HSm/Obo (P=0.000)) diets had a significantly
heavier liver compared to mice fed an LC diet from mothers fed a HF or HS diet.
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Figure 3.11. Liver weight (mean±SEM) of mice on lab chow or obesogenic diet from
mother fed high fat (HFm/LCo),high sugar (HSm/LCo), monosodium glutamate
(MSGm/LCo) or lab chow (LCm/LCo) diets and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers
fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or
lab chow (LCm/Obo) diets.*P< 0.001 vs control (LCm/LCo), #P<0.001 vs mice on
obesogenic diet from mothers fed lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). ). P<0.001 vs mice on
obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat diet (HFm/Obo).
P<0.001 vs mice on
obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo).

3.3.8. Body Length
The two way ANOVA showed that both MD (F(3,68)=0.859, P=0.123) and OD
(F(1,68)=0.488, P=0.487) affected body length, (from nose to anus). There were no
significant differences between groups (Table 3.2).

3.3.9. Correlations
There was a significant positive correlation between total body weight gain and total
food intake (r=0.861, P<0.001, Figure 3.13. A) as well as body weight and feeding
efficiency (r= 0.690, P=0.001, Figure 3.13. B). Futher, there was a positive significant
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correlation between visceral adipose tissue(r=0.670, P< 0.001, Figure 3.13.C) and total
fat mass (r=0.609, P< 0.001, Figure 3.13. D) with total body weight gain.
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Figure 3.12. Corellation between body weight gain and total food intake (A), feeding
efficiency (B), visceral adipose tissue (C) and white adipose tissue (D).

3.4 Discussion
This Chapter shows an increased body weight (BW) of those mouse mothers fed a high
fat (HF), high sugar (HS) or high monosodium glutamate (MSG) diet compared to
mothers fed a lab chow (LC) diet. Mothers on a HF and HS diet had an increased body
weight but mothers on an additional MSG diet did not increase their body weight,
similarly to mothers fed a LF diet. The consequences of their respective body weight on
offspring body weight varied (Table 3.1). These results suggested that various mothers’
diets may have different effects on offspring body weight.
Maternal acceptance of these diets resulted in lighter litter weight in the HF and MSG
groups compared to the LC group. Male offspring from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG
diets gained more weight than offspring in the LC group. This suggested that the
influence of maternal diet can start in intrauterine development. Later in offspring life,
BW gain, food intake and efficiency were affected by MD but mice fed obesogenic
diets showed a significant difference compared to mice fed LC from a mother fed LC.
Offspring diet (OD) also should be considered as influencial in body weight gain.
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During their life, mice fed an LC diet from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet collected
more visceral fat and white adipose tissue than mice fed an LC diet from a mother fed
an LC diet. However, comparing these 3 groups on an LC diet with the same groups on
an obesogenic diet in respect of collection of visceral and white adipose tissue, the mice
fed obesogenic diets gained more fat. The importance of a maternal diet during
pregnancy appered to be equally as important as offspring diet in formation of visceral
and white adipose tissue.

3.4.1. Influence of maternal diet on mothers’ weight gain
In this study the mothers were fed a fabricated (HF, HS or MSG) food, that was highly
palatable. Their body weight increased by 11% in the HF group and 13% in the HS
group after 1 week on these diets. They were significantly heavier than mothers fed the
LC diet. The mothers’ body weight from the MSG group increased by 7%, which was
not significantly different to the BW of mothers fed the LC diet. The mother mice
accepted the fabricated diets well because they were highly palatable (South and Huang
2006). Also, in this study, after 2 weeks on a fabricated diet the mothers’ body weight
was significantly increased, by 25% in the HF group and 20% in the HS group,
compared to their body weight before they were fed the fabricated diet. Experiments on
mother rats fed junk food (high saturated fat, high surcose and more salt) during
gestation showed an increased BW compared to their control group (Bayol et al. 2005).
In this study, another influence of the fabricated diet can be seen in comparison of litter
weight where mothers fed a HS diet had a significantly heavier litter by 27% than the
HF group or 36% more than the MSG groups. The previous study (Bayol et al. 2005;
Guilloteau et al. 2009) reported a reduced litter size from mothers fed high energy food
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during gestation. The mother mice that were fed a HF diet had litter sizes bigger than
their control (Dama et al. 2011), but the present study reported that mothers fed a HF
diet received smaller litter sizes. These discrepancies, may be a result of using a
different type of fat or different diet in the maternal diet (Armitage et al. 2004).

3.4.2. Effect of maternal diet on offspring food intake and weight gain
In this study increased body weight in offspring from a mother fed a HF, HS or MSG
diet before weaning can be attributed to maternall high energy diets or increased
maternal fat during pregnancy (Samuelsson et al. 2008). Results showed that the
mothers’ fabricated (HF, HS or MSG) diets influenced increased birth weights of male
offspring compared to LC offspring. Increased offspring BW from a mother fed a HF
diet could be the result of developing gestational diabetes (Page et al. 2009). In the
present study, maternal glucose was not measured during gestation but at the time of the
weaning, the offspring from the mothers on the fabricated diets (HF,HS or MSG) were
significantly heavier than the offspring from the control group. This suggests that
mothers on the fabricated diet developed gestational diabetes similar to those in the
previous study where rodents were fed with fructose and NaCl (Vickers et al. 2011).
In the present study, offspring fed LC from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet had
increased food intake compared to offspring from mothers fed an LC diet. This
occurrence suggests that maternal programming can be continued in the offspring even
after birth with effects on their hyperphagia (Samuelsson et al. 2008).
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3.4.3. Effect of offspring diet on offspring food intake and weight gain
In this study there was a group of offspring that continued with the obesegenic diet after
weaning. Their BW increased more than the control group or their siblings on the lab
chow diet (Lin et al. 1977). Also, in this study offspring from a mother fed a fabricated
diet (HF, HS or MSG) showed an increased intake of food, compared to the control
group, which can be another factor which contributes to offspring BW (Bachmanov et
al. 2002). Increased BW is connected with increased adipose tissue, mostly visceral
(Bayol et al. 2005). This fat is an increasing factor for developing overweight,
obesity,T2D, hypertension and other cardio vascular diseases. Bayol (2008) also
confirmed in his study that rat offspring from mothers fed a junk food diet during
pregnancy and lactation, with free access to junk food after weaning, increased their
adiposity.

3.4.4. Interaction between the diets of mothers and offspring on food intake and
weight gain
In the current study, both the mothers’ and offsprings’ diets influenced weight gain in
offspring. Firstly, the influence of the three different mothers’ fabricated diets (HF, HS
or MSG) and lab chow was examined at 14 and 21 days post partum. As previously
reported by Poston (2012) there are some studies on multiparous (more than one
pregnancy) mother rodents with induced obesity. These dams experienced placental,
adipose tissue and liver inflammation during the gestation that led to increased adiposity
in their male offspring (Rebholz et al. 2011). In addition, liver weight increased in
offspring fed an LC diet from mothers fed a HF or HS diet compared to offspring from
mothers fed an LC diet. The accumulation of fat in organs is believed to affect normal
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functioning of that organ and can lead to insulin resistance and T2D (Bayol et al. 2005).
In this study, the mice offspring fed a lab chow diet after weaning had signs of the
impact of their mothers’diet during their pregnancy. Mice fed an LC diet from mothers
fed HF, HS or MSG diets gained more BW compared to mice fed an LC diet from
mothers fed an LC diet. For that reason, it is possible that maternal diet influenced
offspring leptin which is, together with insulin, responsible for homeostasis and
regulation of food intake (Chen et all 2008). Previous studies explained that leptin can
proceed as a neurotrophic factor during the brain development of offspring throughout
maternal programming (Viala et al. 2007). This study shows that offspring fed an
obesogenic diet cosumed more food, gained higher BW and a heavier liver. Even
though, offspring fed an Ob diet are heavier than their siblings on the LC diet, it is clear
that offspring fed an Ob diet from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet gain more BW
than mice fed an Ob diet from mothers fed an LC diet. This is another reason to
highlight the influence of maternal diets as an existing factor in the regulation of
offspring BW. Finally, previous studies showed that the early post natal period can be
critical to rodents in the development of hyperphagia and obesity by enriching their diet
(Nivoit, et al 2009, Samuelsson et al.2008).
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CHAPTER 4
INFLUENCE OF MATERNAL MACRONUTRITIONAL DIET ON THE
GLUCOSE LEVELS IN OFFSPRING

4.1. Introduction
As already discussed in Chapter 1, large numbers of studies have shown that overweight
and obese individuals have a predisposition to develop type 2 diabetes (T2D) (Levin
2000; Srivinivascen and Ramarao 2007). The most common reasons for obesity are
eating habits that have rapidly changed in highly developed countries in the last 30
years (Sicree and Shaw 2007). Moreover, there is increasing evidence to suggest that
maternal diet during gestation and lactation will influence, not only maternal health but
will have permanent effects on offspring health (Moriss 2009; Morris 2009; Ozanne et
al. 2011). There is increasing evidence that undernutrition of mothers during gestation
and small birth weight will result in increased postnatal cholesterol homeostasis in the
male offspring (Bertram and Hanson 2001). Even the fathers consumption of a HF diet
before and during mating increases BW and adiposity and impaired glucose tolerance in
female rat offspring (Barres et al. 2010). Overweight and obesity are major contributors
to insulin resistance which has no outward physical signs until individuals develop an
imbalance in the blood lipids, increased level of triglycerides and a decreased level in
high density lipoprotein (Diniz et al. 2006; Tahrani et al. 2011). Therefore, mice from a
mother fed HF, HS and MSG as well as offspring fed Ob diet, with increased BW, are
expected to develop glycometabolic disorders later in life. GTT was used in this study
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to show in which stage of life a mouse’s glucose function was affected (Van Haeften et
al. 1998).
4.2. Materials and Methods

4.2.1. Animals and diet
Chapter 2 described mice housing, type of diet and experimental designs. In brief, male
mice from mothers fed HF, HS, MSG and LC diet were weaned at 3 weeks of age and
caged separately according the mothers’ diets. Every offspring group was halved and
one half was fed with LC and the other Ob diet.

4.2.2. Intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test
Glucose intolerance was assessed by the glucose tolerance test (GTT) at 13, 19 and 22
weeks of age. Mice were fasted for 16 hours. Before administration of 10% glucose at
0.5g/kg i.p., mice were weighed and the first blood samples were collected (0 minutes).
Thereafter, blood was collected at 30, 60 and 120 minutes after glucose injection
(Andrikapoulos et al. 2008). Between measurements, mice were returned to the home
cage with access to water. After the last sample, the tail was treated with a Betadine
swab to minimise infection, then the mice were monitored every hour for 5 hours to
ensure that the bleeding stopped.
Method for blood sampling: blood was collected from the wound on the tip of each
mouse’s tail onto test strips (Accu-check). Glucose concentration was measured with
“Glucotrend” Roche (Roche Diagnostic Australia Pty. Ltd). Bleeding between time
points (0, 30, 60 and 120) was stopped with a Betadine swab.
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4.3. Statistical analysis
The method of analysis was detailed in Chapter 2. All data and figures are presented as
mean±SEM. Since GTT was repeated 3 times, a 3-way repeated ANOVA (MD x OD x
TIME as a repeated measure) was used. Once significance was determined multiple
comparisons were conducted by Tukey’s post hoc test. A two-way ANOVA was used to
identify the difference between the groups at different GTT time points (0, 30, 60 and
120 minutes).

4.4. Results
The following results were obtained at various weeks and time points.
4.4.1. GTT results at week 13 (presented in Figure 4. 1)
Time point 0: At this time point a two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) presented
insignificant effects of MD (F (3.67) =2.480, P=0.069), OD (F (1.67) =1.064, P=0.306) and
interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67) =1.604, P=0.197).
Time point 30: The two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) showed a significant effect of OD
(F (1.67) =11.115, P=0.001) but no significant effect of MD (F (3.66) =2.254, P=0.090) and
interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67) =1.868, P=0.473). Further analysis identified
that mice in the LCm/ Obo group had significantly higher blood glucose concentration
than mice in the

LCm/ LCo (P=0.035), HSm/ LCo ( P=0.025), and MSGm/ LCo

(P=0.002) groups (Figure 4.1).
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Time point 60: Regarding the two-way ANOVA results, MD (F (3.67) =3.157 P=0.030)
and OD (F

(1.66)

=4.283, P=0.042), showed significant effects. However, interaction

between MD and OD was not significant (F

(3.67)

=0.680, P=0.567). The significant

difference was found in OD; therefore, Tukey’s post hoc test was used to determine
significance between groups. Mice in the MSGm/ Obo (P=0.034) showed significantly
higher blood glucose concentration than mice in the HSm/ LCo group (Figure 4.1).
Time point 120: The two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) obtained no significant effect of
MD (F

(3.67)

=2.381, P=0.077) and interaction between MD and OD (F

(3.67)

=0.068,

P=0.977). However, there was a significant effect of OD (F (1.66) =6.062, P=0.016). The
Tukey’s post hoc test showed that mice in the MSGm/ LCo (P=0.05) group had
significantly higher blood glucose concentration than mice in the HSm/ Obo group
(Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Blood glucose levels (fmole/ml±SEM) of male mice 13 weeks old, fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow
(LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo) or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). At 30
minutes*P < 0.05 vs control (LCm/LCo), mother fed high sugar offspring fed lab chow (HSm/LCo ) and mother fed monosodium glutamate
offspring fed lab chow (MSGm/LCo). At 60 minutes*P < 0.05 vs mother fed high sugar offspring fed lab chow (HSm/LCo ). At 120
minutes *P < 0.05 vs mother fed high sugar offspring fed obesogenic diet (HSm/Obo).
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4.4.2. GTT results at week 19 (presented in Figure 4. 2)
Time point 0: At this time point a two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) presented no
significant effect of MD (F (3.67) =1.421, P=0.244) and OD (F (1.67) =0.765, P=0.3856)
and no significant interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67) =0.191, P=0.902).
Time point 30: The two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) showed a significant effect of OD
(F (1.67)=5.503, P=0.022) but no significant effect of MD (F(3.67) =0.295, P=0.829) and
interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67)=0.818, P=0.488). Further analysis identified
that mice in the LCm/ Obo group had significantly higher blood glucose concentration
than mice in the MSGm/ LCo (P=0.042) group (Figure 4.2).
Time point 60: The two-way ANOVA result of, OD (F (1.67) =14.419, P=0.000) showed
a significant effect on blood glucose concentration. However, for MD (F

(3.67)

=0.412,P=0.745), and the interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67) =0.195, P=0.932),
were not significant. The significant effect was found in OD; therefore, Tukey’s post
hoc test was used to determine significantce between groups. Mice in the MSGm/ Obo
(P=0.05) group showed significantly higher blood glucose concentration than mice in
the LCm/ LCo group (Figure 4.2).
Time point 120: The two way ANOVA (MD x OD) showed that there were no
significant effects of MD (F (3.67) =0.744, P=0.529) and OD (F (1.66) =0.560, P=0.457)
and interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67) =0.092, P=0.964) (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. Blood glucose levels (fmole/ml±SEM) of male mice 19 weeks old, fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow
(LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) diets and mice fed obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo). At 30 minutes*P
< 0.05 vs mother fed monosodium glutamate, offspring fed lab chow (MSGm/LCo). At 60 minutes*P < 0.05 vs mother fed lab chow,
offspring fed lab chow (LCm/LCo).
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4.4.3. GTT results at week 22 (presented in Figure 4.3)
Time point 0: At this time point a two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) showed a significant
effect of OD (F

(1.67)

=4.041, P=0.049). However, the effect of MD (F

P=0.564) and interaction between MD and OD (F

(3.67)

(3.67)

=0.678,

=0.938, P=0.428) were not

significant. Mice in the HSm/ Obo group had significantly higher blood glucose
concentration than mice in the HSm/ LCo (P=0.044) group (Figure 4.3).
Time point 30: The two-way ANOVA (MD x OD) showed significant effect of OD (F
(1.67)

=10.475, P=0.002). However, there was no significance of MD (F

P=0.932) and interaction between MD and OD (F

(3.67)

(3.67)

=0.146,

=0.370, P=0.775). Further

analysis identified that mice in the HSm/ Obo group had significantly higher blood
glucose concentration than mice in the HSm/ LCo (P=0.039) group (Figure 4.3.).
Time point 60: Regarding the two-way ANOVA results, OD (F (1.67) =20.794, P=0.000)
showed significant effect on the blood glucose level. Moreover, for MD (F (3.67)=0.808,
P=0.493), and the interaction between MD and OD (F (3.67)=0.971, P=0.411), showed no
significant effect. A significant effect was found in OD; therefore, Tukey’s post hoc was
used to determine significance between groups. Mice in the HSm/ Obo (P=0.031) group
showed significantly higher blood glucose concentration than mice in the HSm/ LCo
group (Figure 4.3).
Time point 120: The two way ANOVA (MD x OD) showed no significant effect of
MD (F (3.67) =0.096, P=0.962), OD (F (1.66) =0.330, P=0.567) and interaction between
MD and OD (F (3.67) =1.212, P=0.312) (Figure 4.3).
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4.4.4. Comparison of GTT results between weeks

At week 13 and 19 there was no significant difference at time point 0. However, at week
22 there was a significant difference at time point 0 of the HSm/Obo group with a higher
blood glucose level compared to the HSm/LCo group. Besides the clear impact of an
offspring diet (OD), perhaps the type of maternal diet (Elliot et al. 2002) and the age of
the mice can also be considered as influential factors on the GTT results. At week 13,
19 and 22 at time point 30 minutes, the blood glucose level reached a peak that was
expected after the glucose application. At week 13 time point 30 minutes the LC m/ Obo
group showed a higher significant difference in blood glucose levels than the LCm/ LCo,
HSm/ LCo and MSGm/ LCogroups. Even at week 19 at the same time point, the LCm/ Obo
group maintained a significant difference compared to the MSGm/ LCo group. At week
22 time point 30 minutes the HSm/Obo group had a significantly higher blood glucose
level compared to the HSm/LCo group. Comparing the graph in Fig 4.4 with the graphs
in Fig 4.3 and Fig 4.2 at time point 30 minutes shows that Ob fed groups clearly
separated from LC fed groups. Again, the effect of OD on the blood glucose level was
confirmed. At week 13 and 19 weeks at time point 60 minutes, there were decreased
glucose levels but at week 22 the level of the HSm/Obo group kept a sustained peak at 30
and 60 minutes, that could be an indication of the development of T2D (Andrikapoulos
et al. 2008). At week 13 at time point 120 minutes the MSGm/LCo group, had a higher
blood glucose level than the HSm/Obo group but at week 19 and 22 at time point 120
minutes, mice did not show any significant difference. In conclusion, in GTT results
showed the dominant effect of offspring diets on blood glucose levels at different time
points of tests.
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4.4.5. Area under curve (presented in Figure 4. 4)

The area under the curve (AUC) for weeks 13, 19 and 22 were analysed by three-way
ANOVA (MD x OD x time). There was a significant effect of OD (F

(1.66)

=15.870,

P=0.000) but MD (F (3.66) =0.663, P=0.579) and interaction between MD and OD (F
(3.66)

=0.363, P=0.780) did not show significant effect on the blood glucose level in

offspring. At week 13, the post hoc test showed that mice in groups MSGm/Obo and
LCm/Obo had a significantly higher blood glucose level compare to mice in group
HSm/LCo (P< 0.05). At week 19, the post hoc test showed that mice in the MSGm/ Obo
(P< 0.05) had significantly higher blood glucose levels than mice in the LCm/ LCo
group. At week 22, post hoc analysis identified that the HSm/Obo (P< 0.05) had
significantly higher blood glucose levels than mice in the HSm/LCo group (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3. Blood glucose levels (fmole/ml±SEM) of male mice 22 weeks old, fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow
(LCm/LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) diet and mice fed obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow (LCm/Obo) diet. At 0 and 30
minutes *P < 0.05 vs mice fed lab chow from mother fed high sugar (HSm/LCo ) diet. At 60 minutes*P<0.05 vs mice fed lab chow diet
from mother fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) and monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) diets.
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Figure 4. 4. The glucose area under curve (AUC) for weeks 13, 19 and 22 of male mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers
fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) and monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) diets and mice
fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab
chow (LCm/Obo) diets. *P= 0.05 vs control (LCm/LCo); **P= 0.05 vs mice fed lab chow from mother fed high sugar (HSm/LCo)
diet.
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4.5. Correlation
At week 13 the correlation between AUC of the glucose tolerance test and total body
weight gain was significantly positive (r= 0.913, P=0.000) (Figure 4.5. A). There was
significantly positive correlation (r= 0.929, P=0.000) between AUC of the glucose
tolerance test and total body weight gain at week 19 (Figure 4.5. B), and the same
parameters were significantly positively correlated (r= 0.951, P=0.000) at week 22
(Figure 4.5.C).
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(A) week 13, (B) week 19 and (C) week 22.
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4.6. Discussion
The results of the GTT showed that different maternal macronutritional (HF, HS, MSG
and LC as control) diets affect the blood glucose level in offspring differently. At week
13 at time point 0 minutes, the offspring fed a LC diet from a mother fed MSG showed
a higher blood glucose level compared to the LCm/ LCo group. Also, at the same time
point, offspring fed LC from a mother fed HS showed lower blood glucose levels
compared to the LCm/ LCo group . At week 13 offspring fed LC from a mother fed MSG
were heavier than offspring from the other groups fed a LC diet. Therefore, it can be
suggested that a maternal MSG diet influenced hyperphagia, body weight gain and
higher blood glucose levels in their offspring. The offspring obesogenic diet showed
dominant effects on their blood glucose level. Observing all 3 graphs (Figure 4.2., 4.3.
and 4.4) at time point 30 minutes, there is a significant gap between all 4 mice groups
fed Ob and 4 mice groups fed LC diets. All groups fed an Ob diet had higher blood
glucose levels than any other groups fed a LC diet.
Nutritional status, quality and quantity of the maternal diet during gestation has an
important influence on the later health of the offspring with a predisposition for some
diseases (Bertram and Hanson 2001). This study has examined programmed mouse
models with a long term maternal HF, HS and MSG diet effect on the offspring, starting
before conception to the birth of offspring. These 3 diets were chosen as the diets more
often consumed in the new “obese generation” in humans (Vickers et al. 2011). This
study showed that hypercaloric maternal diets can cause development of hyperphagia
and an increased BW in offspring. Also, the correlation between AUC and BW was
significantly positive in week 13, 19 and 22. However, the GTT results did not show a
significant difference compared to the LCm/ LCo group, and it is assumed that T2D is
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not fully developed in this study. Some studies established that the insulin receptive
tissues do not always become insulin resistant (Collison 2002).

4.7. Effect of maternal diet and blood glucose levels in offspring
In this study at week 13, 19 and 22 the fasting glucose of mice from the control (LCm/
LCo) group was similar at around 7.51 fmol/ml. However, the mice from HFm/ LCo,
HSm/ LCo and MSGm/ LCo groups at week 19 and 22 had 1.26% higher fasting glucose
than at week 13. Therefore, the mothers’ macronutritional (HF, HS, MSG and LC) diet
should be seen as a possible cause for this different fasting glucose level as well as
adiposity of offspring (Morris 2009). Also, other studies have not determined whether
foetal pancreatic development was affected by mothers’ diet during gestation or
offspring adiposity causing this occurrence (Samuelsson et al. 2008). However, at week
13, 19 and 22 at time point 30 offspring fed lab chow from a mother fed HF showed a
higher blood glucose level compared to the other offspring groups fed LC (LCm/ LCo,
HSm/ LCo and MSGm/ LCo). Futhermore, siblings fed obesogenic diets from a mother
fed HF had an increased blood glucose level. White et al. (2009) observed similar
results in their study on rats where offspring fed LC from a mother fed HF had an
increased blood glucose level compared to their control group, but a significant effect
was reached when the offspring diet was changed to HF (White et al. 2009). On the
other hand, female rat offspring from a father fed a HF diet indicated an impaired
glucose tolerance test and insulin secretion in the absence of obesity. Therefore, it is
suggested that a paternal HF diet affected the endocrine pancreas and beta-cells early in
offspring life (Barres et al. 2010).
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4.8. Effect of offspring diet on blood glucose levels
In the present study, at week 13 mice in the LCm/ Obo had a 7.74% elevated fasting
glucose level compared to mice in the control (LCm/ LCo) group, although at week 19
and 22 mice in the LCm/ Ob group had a fasting glucose at around 7.5 fmol/ml as did
the mice in the control group. On the other hand at week 22 mice in the HFm/ Obo, HSm
Obo and MSGm/ Obo groups had a 14% higher fasting glucose than at weeks 13 and 19.
Offspring diet might play an important role in glucose level due to over consumption of
foods rich in saturated animal fat (Winzel and Ahren 2004) and fructose (Xu et al. 2003)
and could develop obesity, which leads to the necessary conditions for developing T2D
and cardiovascular disease. In the present study offspring fed Ob from a mother fed HS
had a significantly higher blood glucose level than siblings fed LC from a mother fed
HS, but neither of these two groups showed significance with the control group LCm/
LCo or LCm/ Obo. This study is a slightly different from other studies where rats fed
with a high fat and high fructose diet showed that their glucose tolerance test was
significantly different from their control group (Huang et al. 2004). The reason for the
inconsistency could be the details involved in the performance of GTT such as a longer
fasting time, a concentration of applied glucose and the method of application
(Andrikapoulos et al. 2008).

4.9. Conclusion
In this chapter the different types of maternal diet (HF, HS and MSG) were shown to
have affected differently the blood glucose levels in offspring. Maternal impact on the
blood glucose level in offspring changed at different ages of the offspring. Offspring
diet showed a stronger impact on blood glucose levels in the offspring than MD.
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Therefore, another two factors can be involved in the assessment of blood glucose levels
in offspring; age of mice and length of time on OD diets. Additional studies are required
to illuminate whether a predisposition for development of T2D commences in
intrauterine growth or from a choice of offspring diet.
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Chapter 5
INFLUENCE OF MATERNAL MACRONUTRITIONAL DIET ON OFFSPRING
BEHAVIOUR

5.1. Introduction
Since the early 1990, maternal nutritional programming in rodents has been reported in
many studies with evidence of metabolism and physiological function changes in the
later life of offspring (Langley-Evans 2009). There are, also human studies which have
reported a link between obesity and psychological disorders (Simon et al. 2006). Recent
studies have shown that a maternal high fat diet during gestation could permanently
affect physiological behaviour in offspring (Peleg-Raibstein et al. 2012). Moreover, rats
whose mothers were fed with the cafeteria diet (the fat- and sugar- rich Western diet)
before mating, during gestation and lactation showed some behavioural changes
(Wright et al. 2011). Chapter 4 has presented the effect of maternal macronutritional
diets on offspring BW, food intake, adipose tissue and concentration of blood glucose.
In this chapter, the influence of a maternal macronutritional diet on offspring behaviour
was investigated.
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5.2.

Materials and methods

5.2.1. Animals and diet
Male offspring from mothers fed the HF, HS, MSG and LC (control) diets were used in
these experiments (see Chapter 2 for details). After weaning, half of the offspring were
fed with obesogenic diet and the other half with lab chow diet. The details about
housing, food preparation and feeding, as treatment for this study, were explained in
Chapter 2.

5.2.2. Behavioural tests
The behavioural study was based on four behaviour tests. The tests were performed
between 7:00 and 15:00 and were repeated 3 times at different ages when the offspring
were 5, 13 and 23 weeks old.
5.2.2.1. Open Field Test (OFT)

This test estimates locomotor activity and the level of anxiety by assessing the activity
of each mouse within the open field box i.e. length of time exploring, and in which area
(central or peripheral) of the box (Ottani et al. 2006; Erhardit et al. 2006). Mice with
high anxiety levels avoid the central (brightly lit and exposed) area of the box and
instead prefer the peripheries and corners (Erhardit et al. 2006). This test uses a white
wooden box (44x 44x30cm), illuminated by a lamp (120 cm above box) to give 20 lux
light intensity. A camera placed 50 cm above the box records the animal for how long
they spent in the central or peripheries (s), frequency, total distance travelled (cm),
rearing and mean velocity (cm/s). This data was subsequently analysed by video76

tracking software (Ethovision 3.1; Nodulus Information Technology, Wageningen, The
Netherlands). After each animal test the arena was cleaned by 70% ethanol and dry
towels. The test lasted 20 minutes.

5.2.2.2. Elevated Plus Maze Test (EPMT)

This test assesses anxiety by comparing the amount of time that mice spend in the
different locations of the EPMT. Mice with high anxiety levels prefer to stay in the
closed arms which are darker and enclosed (Alexandra Ottani 2006). Mice with low
anxiety levels show no reluctance to venture out into the open (light and exposed) arms
(Ottani et al. 2006). The EPMT is constructed of two open (0.5cm walls) and two closed
(30cm walls) arms that extend from a central platform and arms across the central
platform opposing each other. The number of entries in the open or closed arms,
percentage of entries (entries open/all entries), percentage of time (time open/time
closed), and full body entries in the open arms were recorded during this test. The
EPMT was placed on a metal stand which is 60 cm high. Mice were placed on the
central platform where light intensity is 100 lux. Their activity was recorded for 5
minutes by a video camera placed 50 cm above the EPMT and this data was
subsequently analysed by Eventolog (version 1.0, October 1986; Design Robert
Hendeisen). The EMT was cleaned by 70% ethanol and dry paper towels after each
animal.

5.2.2.3. Novelty Suppressed Feeding Test (NSFT)

This test estimates anxiety and depression in mice by analysing their exploration time
and approach to a familiar food. Mice with high levels of anxiety and depression will
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spend less time exploring the arena and will be reluctant to approach the food (which is
in the centre of the brightly lit 100 lux box)(Kadar et al. 1984). After 24 hours fasting,
each mouse was individually placed in an open arena (44x44x30cm wooden box).
Before the mouse was placed within the box, a familiar food was placed in the centre of
the box. A video camera was positioned 50cm above the box and was used to record the
activity of the mouse for a period of 6 minutes and this data was subsequently analysed
by manual recording of latency period. After the 6 minute testing period the mouse was
returned to its home cage and given normal food. The obtained data was analysed by
Eventolog (version 1.0, October 1986; Design Robert Hendeisen). The box was cleaned
by 70% ethanol and dry paper towels after each animal.

5.2.2.4. Forced Swimming Test (FST)

This test was used to assess depression by analysing the length of time the mouse was
immobile in a water bath. Mice which are not depressed will be inclined to swim
continuously and attempt to escape from the water. A grey bucket (40x40x30cm) is ¾
filled with warm water (~ 24°C). The mouse was placed and watched in the bucket for
10 minutes to become familiar with swimming and the surroundings. The following
day, the mouse was again placed in the bucket for 6 minutes and the time of immobility
was recorded in the last 5 minutes only (Alexandra Ottani 2006; E. Erhardit September
2006). Swimming, struggling and floating activities were recorded by a camera placed
50 cm above the bucket, and the data were subsequently analysed by Eventolog (version
1.0, October 1986; Design Robert Hendeisen). The water was changed with each new
mouse to avoid olfactory cues from previous mice and to ensure the water temperature
was consistent for all mice. This test was performed under standard room lighting.
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5.2.3. Statistical analysis

Data was analysed by SPSS (version 19, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). All tests were
repeated 3 times (at week 5, 13 and 23) for each mouse. Since each mouse was tested 3
times, 3-way repeated ANOVAs (mothers diet x offspring diet x weeks as repeated
measure) were used. When the 3-way ANOVA showed significance then a post hoc
(Tukey’s) test was used to compare the diet groups with each other. Correlations were
calculated using Pearson’s correlation test. The data were expressed as mean±SEM.
Differences were considered significant when P<0.05.

5.2.4. Results

5.2.4.1. Influence of maternal and offspring diet on mice behaviour in elevated plus
maze test
Open arms
The three-way repated ANOVA showed that MD ( F(3,67)=84.238, P=0.000) , OD
(F(1,67)=57.782, P=0.000), time (F(1,67)=200.471, P=0.000) and interaction between MD
and OD (F(3,67)=13.270, P=0.000) were significant in the number of entries into the
open arms (OA). The Post hoc test showed that 5 week old mice from the HSm/LCo,
MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had significantly
decreased entries in the open arms compared with mice in the LCm/LCo group (all P
<0.05) (Table 5.1). Mice fed a LC diet from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG (P>0.05)
diet did not show any significant differences in the number of OA entries compared to
mice fed an Ob diet from a mother fed HF, HS or MSG. Also, mice on an Ob diet from
a mother fed HS (HSm/Obo (P <0.05) significantly decreased the number of OA entries
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compared to the LCm/Obo group. Mice fed an Ob diet from a mother fed HF or MSG
did not show any significant difference compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group.
At week 13, the HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had
significantly decreased OA entries compared with mice in the LCm/LCo group (all P
<0.05) (Table 5.2). Mice fed an LC diet from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet did not
show any significant differences in the number of OA entries compared to mice fed an
Ob diet from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG (all P>0.05). Also, mice on an Ob diet from
a mother fed MSG (MSGm/Obo (P <0.05) significantly decreased the number of OA
entries compared to the LCm/Obo group. Mice fed an Ob diet from a mother fed HF or
HS did not show any significant difference compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (all
P>0.05).
Moreover, 23 week old mice in the HFm/Obo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo,

LCm/Obo,

HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had significantly decreased OA entries
compared with mice in the LCm/LCo group (all P <0.05) (Table 5.3). Mice fed an LC
diet from a mother fed a HF diet had significantly more OA entries than mice on an Ob
diet from a mother fed HF (P<0.05). However, mice fed LC from a mother fed HS or
MSG (P>0.05) did not show any significant differences in the number of OA entries
compared to mice fed an Ob diet from mothers fed HS or MSG. Also, mice on an Ob
diet from a mother fed HF or HS (HFm/Obo and HSm/Obo) (P <0.05) showed a
significantly decreased number of OA entries compared with the LCm/Obo group. On
the other hand mice fed an Ob diet from a mother fed MSG did not show any significant
difference compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group.
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Closed arms
Entries in the closed arms (CA) were significantly affected by MD (F(3,67)=19.614,
P=0.000), OD (F(1,67)=79.340, P=0.000), time (F(1,67)=4.631, P=0.035) and interaction
between MD and OD (F(3,67)=7.874, P=0.000).
At week 5, the number of CA entries significantly decreased in mice from the HSm/LCo,
MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups compared to mice in
the LCm/LCo group (all P <0.05) (Table 5.1). Mice fed an obesogenic diet (HFm/Obo,
HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) did not show significant difference in the number of CA
entries compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (all P >0.05). Also, mice fed LC from a
mother fed HF had significantly more CA entries than mice fed an Ob diet from a
mother fed a HF diet (P <0.05). However, mice fed LC from a mother fed HS or MSG
did not show any significant difference in the number of CA entries compared to mice
fed Ob from mothers fed a HS or MSG diet (P>0.05).
At week 13 mice in the MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo significantly
decreased the number of their entries in CA compared to mice in LCm/LCo group (all P
<0.05). Mice fed an obesogenic diet from a mother fed HS (HSm/Obo) had significantly
fewer CA entries than mice in a LCm/Obo group (P <0.05) (Table 5.2). However, the
HFm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups did not show any significant difference in the numbers
of CA entries compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (Table 5.5). Also, mice fed LC
from a mother fed HF had significantly more CA entries than mice fed an Ob diet from
mothers fed a HF diet (P <0.05). Mice fed LC from mothers fed HS or MSG did not
show any significant difference in the number of CA entries compared to mice fed an
Ob diet from mothers fed a HS or MSG diet (P>0.05).
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At week 23, mice in the HSm/Obo and HFm/Obo groups had significantly fewer CA
entries than mice in the LCm/LCo (all P <0.05) group. Also, mice in the HSm/Obo group
had significantly fewer CA compared to the LCm/Obo group (P <0.05) (Table 5.3).
However, mice fed LC from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG did not show any significant
difference in the number of CA entries compared to mice fed an Ob from mothers fed
HF, HS or MSG diet (P>0.05).

Full body entries in the open arms
There was a significant difference in MD (F(3,67)=104.799,P=0.000), OD (F(1,67)=25.575,
P=0.000), time (F(1,67)=23.942, P=0.000) and interaction between MD and OD
(F(3,67)=5.339, P=0.000) in the number of full OA entries.
At weeks 5 and 13, mice from the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo HFm/Obo,
HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had a significantly decreased number of full body OA
entries compared to the LCm/LCo group ( all P<0.05) (Table 5.1 and 5.2). Also, mice in
the HFm/Obo and HSm/Obo (P<0.05)groups, had a significantly decreased number of full
body OA entries compared to mice from the LCm/Obo group. However, mice fed LC
from a mother fed HF, HS or MSG did not show any significant difference compared to
mice fed an Ob from a mother fed HF, HS or MSG (P>0.05).
At week 23 mice in the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo groups had a significantly decreased number of full body OA entries
compared with the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.3). Also, mice in the HFm/Obo,
HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo (P<0.05) groups had a significantly decreased number of full
body OA entries compared with mice from the LCm/Obo group. However, mice fed LC
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from a mother fed HF, HS or MSG did not show any significant difference compared to
mice fed an Ob diet from a mother fed HF, HS or MSG (P>0.05).
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Table 5.1. Elevated plus maze test (EPMT) of mice fed a lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar
(HSm/LCo) or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo),
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 5.
Offspring on lab chow diet
EPM Test –week 5

No of open arm

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

Offspring on obesogenic diet
HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

14.83±0.59

11.33±0.61*

7.71±0.42*

10.73±0.80*

11.33±0.64*

8.00±0.49*

6.75±0.75*#

10.54±0.89*

25.83±0.42

27.33±0.42

19.71±0.68*

21.27±0.79*

20.17±1.12*

17.71±0.42*

17.75±1.15*

19.85±0.82*

entries
No of closed arm
entries

Full body entries

% times(time

6.00±0.33

3.33±0.42*

3.82±0.23*

3.82±0.23*

4.42±0.29*

1.43±0.37*#

2.38±0.18*#

2.31±0.17*

16.21±0.53

13.01±0.16

13.44±0.36

13.81±1.03

16.03±0.58

11.31±0.26*#

10.84±0.20*#

14.32±1.25

36.46±1.00

29.25±1.16

28.10±1.24*

33.00±1.58

36.00±1.14

30.97±1.12

27.01±1.58*#

33.97±2.17*

40.67±1.11

38.67±0.71

27.43±0.84*

32.00±0.51*

31.50±1.60*

25.71±0.81*

24.50±1.80*#

30.38±1.49*

open/time closed)
% entries
(entries open/all
entries)
Total entries

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed a high sugar diet (HSm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on an obesogenic diet from
mothers fed a high monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Table 5.2. Elevated plus maze test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo )
or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 13.
Offspring on lab chow diet

Offspring on obesogenic diet

EMP Test –week 13

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

No of open arm

16.42±0.74

14.33±0.33

10.29±0.87*

11.09±0.68*

13.58±0.60

11.86±0.46*#

11.00±1.13*#

9.23±0.67*#

24.50±1.12

24.50±0.76

20.71±1.74

18.00±1.14*

21.42±0.92*

17.29±0.57*

entries
No of closed arm

16.38±1.41*#

17.54±0.89*

entries
Full body entries

%

times

(time

6.50±0.31

2.33±0.33*

2.71±0.36*

2.27±0.14*

4.50±0.29*

1.71±0.29*#

2.38±0.18*#

16.51±0.52

12.90±0.41*

13.06±0.29*

13.21±0.81*

15.82±0.55

9.82±0.29*#

13.61±0.47

40.21±1.06

36.95±0.78

33.25±1.16*

38.13±1.58

38.85±0.83

40.66±0.63

39.86±1.98

34.15±2.17*#

40.92±1.59

38.83±0.9

31.00±2.49*

29.09±1.64*

35.00±1.42

29.14±0.90*

27.38±2.39*

26.77±1.49*#

2.15±0.10*#
11.17±0.94*#

open/time closed)
% entries
(entries

open/all

entries)
Total entries

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat diet
(HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed a high sugar diet (HSm/Obo).
P<0.05 vs mice on an obesogenic diet from
mothers fed a high monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Table 5.3. Elevated plus maze test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo )
or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 23.
Offspring on lab chow diet

Offspring on obesogenic diet

EMP Test –week 23

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

No of open arm

21.42±1.16

17.33±0.71*

13.00±0.44*

16.55±0.39*

17.83±0.52*

10.71±0.78*#

14.29±0.52*#

16.08±0.61*#

23.75±0.39

22.17±1.01

23.14±1.01

22.91±0.86

22.92±0.70

entries
No of closed arm

20.29±0.97*#

19.00±0.82*#

22.23±0.89

entries

Full body entries

%

times

(time

5.00±0.28

1.83±0.31*

3.14±0.26*

2.09±0.09*

4.24±0.25

1.71±0.31*#

2.00±0.22*#

1.54±0.24*#

23.27±0.87

13.62±1.51*

13.53±0.52*

14.60±1.58*

17.12±0.56*

10.40±0.56*#

16.45±0.29*

14.47±1.21*#

47.08±1.21

43.91±1.30

36.09±0.72*

42.06±0.89*

43.78±0.40

34.45±1.50*#

42.99±1.58

41.85±0.79*

45.17±1.35

39.50±1.41

36.14±1.34*

40.75±1.18

31.00±1.46*#

33.29±0.89*

38.31±1.01*

open/time closed)
% entries
(entries

open/all

entries)
Total entries

39.45±1.05*

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat diet
(HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed a high sugar diet (HSm/Obo).
P<0.05 vs mice on an obesogenic diet from
mothers fed a high monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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5.2.4.2. Corelations between elevated maze test data and total body weight gain
Mice at 5, 13 and 23 weeks old had a significantly negative correlation between the
number of entries in the open arms and total body weight gain (Table 5.4.A). Also, the
correlation between the number of entries in the closed arms and total body weight gain
was significantly negative (Table 5.4.B).

Table 5.4. A. Week 5, 13 and 23 correlation between the number of entries in the open
arms and total body weight gain (g) B. Correlation between the number of entries in the
closed arms and total body weight gain (g).

A. No of open arms Week 5
entries and total BW
gain (g)
r
-0.295
P

0.010

B. No of closed arms Week 5
entries and total BW
gain(g)
r
-0.321
P

0.005

Week 13

Week 23

-0.315

-0.429

0.006

0.000

Week 13

Week 23

-0.313

-0.478

0.006

0.000

5.2.4.3. Comparison of EPMT results between weeks
In general, at all 3 time points (week 5, 13 and 23) the results of the EPM test were very
similar (Table 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5). At week 5, 13 and 23 the open arms in the EPM test
were visited more frequently by mice in the LCm/LCo compared to all other groups
(HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo )
(P<0.05). Even mice in the LCm/Obo visited the OA more often than mice fed an Ob
diet from a mother fed a HF, HS or MSG diet (P<0.05). However, mice in the LCm/LCo
group showed fewer entries in the closed arms than all other groups (P<0.05). In
addition, mice in the LCm/Obo group visited the CA less often than mice in the
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HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo (P<0.05) groups. Moreover, mice in the LCm/LCo
group had more full body entries in the OA than mice in the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo,
MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups (P<0.05). Mice in the
LCm/Obo made more full body entries than mice in the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo (P<0.05) groups. Also, mice in the LCm/LCo group showed more total
entries than mice fed LC or Ob from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG diets. Taking these
results together, it seems that MD and OD influenced mice behaviour equally in the
EPM test.

5.2.4.4. Influence of maternal and offspring diet on mice behaviour in open field
test

(1) Open field test at week 5 (Table 5.5)

At week 5, the two-way ANOVA showed that the MD ( F(3,68)= 3.707, P=0.016), OD (
F(1,68)=11.364, P=0.001) and interaction between the MD and OD (F(3,68)=5.015,
P=0.003) had a significant effect on the total distance travelled. Futher analysis showed
that total distance travelled significantly decreased in mice from the HFm/LCo, HSm/Obo
and MSGm/Obo groups compared to the control group, LCm/LCo (all P<0.05). The
groups fed an obesogenic diet (HFm/Obo , HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) did not show any
significant differences compared to the LCm/Obo (P>0.05) group (Table 5.5). However,
mice in the HSm/LCo group travelled a significantly longer distance than mice in the
HSm/Obo (P=0.029) group. Also, mice in the MSGm/LCo (P=0.006) group travelled a
significantly longer distance than mice in the MSGm/Obogroup.
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The MD ( F(3,68)=8.289, P=0.000) and OD ( F(1,68)=4.547, P=0.037) significantly
affected mice velocity. Interactions between MD and OD (F(3,68)=0.427, P=0.734) had
no significant effect on velocity. Velocity was significantly decreased in mice from the
MSGm/LCo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups compared to the LCm/LCo group (all
P<0.05) (Table 5.5). Also, mice in the HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had a
significantly decreased velocity compared to the LCm/Obo group (P<0.05). Mice fed a
LC diet (LCm/LCo, HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo) did not show any significant
differences in velocity compared to their siblings fed an obesogenic diet (LCm/Obo,
HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) (all P>0.05).
The mothers’ diet ( F(3,68)=26.883, P=0.000) and OD ( F(1,68)=12.550, P=0.000)
significantly affected mice rearing frequency but interaction between MD and OD
(F(3,68)=0.427, P=0.734) did not show any significant effects on the rearing frequency.
Mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo
groups had a lower rearing frequency compared to the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05)
(Table 5.5). Mice in groups HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo had significantly lower
rearing frequency compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05). Mice fed a LC
diet (LCm/LCo, HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo) did not show any significant
difference in rearing frequency compared to their siblings fed an obesogenic diet
(LCm/Obo,

HFm/Obo,

HSm/Obo

and

MSGm/Obo)

(all

P>0.05)

(Table

5.5).
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Table 5.5. Open Field Test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 5.

Offspring on lab chow diet
LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

Offspring on obesogenic diet
MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

Total distance
Travelled (cm)

7096 ±251

6169±13*

6894±22

6885±20.4

6920±223

6639±283

5914±52*

5981±160.5*

Mean velocity
(cm/s)

6.22± 0.25

5.91±0.35

5.58±0.14

5.33±0.19*

6.08±0.22

5.36±0.36

5.07±0.11*#

5.15±0.18*#

Rearing
Frequency

24.69±1.25

19.33±0.49*

18.57±0.65*

18.18±0.76*

22.75±1.14

15.57±1.45*#

13.75±0.75*#

16.69±0.70*#

Centre duration
(s)

159.44±3.91

122±3.2*

122±5.7*

106±1.22*

117±1.75*

115±2.60*

99±1.22*#

94.89±4*#

Periphery
duration (s)

1040.56±3.91

1078±3*

1078±6*

1094±1.22*

1083±1.75*

1085±2.60*

1101±1.2*#

1105±4*#

Centre frequency

63.58±2.25

59±3.35

52±1.19*

47±2.72*

49.58±1.8*

37±2.76*#

35±2.14*#

35.9±1.32*#

Periphery
frequency

64.58±2.25

60±3.35

53±1.19*

48±2.72*

50.58±1.8*

38±2.76*#

36±2.14*#

36.9±1.32*#

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.001 vs mice on obegenic diet from mothers fed a high fat diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs
mice on an obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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(2) Open field test at week 13 (Table 5.6)
At week 13 total distance was significantly affected by MD (F(3,68)= 4.179, P=0.019),
OD ( F(1,68)=8.317, P=0.005) and interaction between the MD and OD (F(3,68)=7.168,
P=0.000). Mice in the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups
decreased their total distance compared to the LCm/LCo (all P<0.05) group. Mice fed Ob
diet from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG did not show any significant difference in total
distance compared to the LCm/Obo group (all P>0.05). Also, mice fed LC (HFm/LCo,
HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo) compared to their siblings on an Ob diet (HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo
and MSGm/Obo) did not show any significant difference (Table 5.6 and Figure 5.1).

7000
6000

*

*

*

*

*

Distance travelld (cm)

8000

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

Figure 5.1. Open field test of mice fed a lab chow (LC) diet from a mother fed lab chow
(LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or monosodium glutamate
(MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high
sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at
week 13. *P<0.05 vs control (LCm/LCo).

Velocity was significantly affected by MD (F(3,68)= 4.302 P=0.008) and interaction
between the MD and OD (F(3,68)=3.693, P=0.016). However, OD ( F(1,68)=2.779,
P=0.100) did not affect velocity in mice. Futher analysis showed that mice in the
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MSGm/LCo, LCm /Obo, HFm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo (all P<0.05) groups decreased their
velocity compared to those in the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.6). Mice fed an
Ob diet (HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) did not show any significant difference in
velocity compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (all P>0.05). Moreover, mice fed LC
(HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo) compared to their siblings on an Ob diet
(HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) did not show any significant difference (all
P>0.05).
Rearing frequency was significantly affected by MD (F(3,68)= 27.260, P=0.000) and OD
( F(1,68)=15.760, P=0.000) but interaction between the MD and OD (F(3,68)=1.676,
P=0.180) did not show any significant effect. Mice from the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo,
MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had significantly lower rearing
frequency compared to the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.6). Also mice fed an
Ob diet (HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) had significantly lower rearing frequency
than mice in the LCm/Obo group. However, mice fed LC (HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo and
MSGm/LCo) compared to their siblings on an Ob diet (HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo) did not show any significant difference (all P>0.05).
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Table 5.6. Open Field Test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo), and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 13.

Offspring on lab chow diet

Offspring on obesogenic diet

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

Total distance
Travelled (cm)

7352 ±162

6096±71*

5920±28*

6746±267

5925±127*

Mean velocity
(cm/s)

6.64± 0.15

5.85±1.35

5.95±0.13

5.56±0.14*

Rearing
Frequency

24.38±0.97

19.67±0.88*

18±1.15*

Centre
duration (s)

163±3.88

104±0.61*

Periphery
duration (s)

1037±3.88

Centre
frequency
Periphery
frequency

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

6096±343

5875±92*

6031±165*

5.80±0.20*

5.65±0.24*

5.90±0.22

5.76±0.16*

16±0.76*

21.67±1.16

14.57±1*#

14.75±0.96*#

15.46±0.79*#

105±1.3*

102±1.22*

109±1.63*

97±2.34*#

97±3.2*#

91±3*#

1096±0.61*

1095±1*

1098±1.22*

1091±1.63*

1103±2.34*#

1103±3.2*#

#1109±3*#

65.17±1.91

51±2.04*

47±2.04*

47±2.08*

47.58±2.1*

36±1.76*#

33±1.67*#

34±1.92*#

66.17±1.91

52±2.04*

48±2.04*

48±2.08*

48.58±2.1*

37±1.76*#

34±1.67*#

35±1.92*#

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo).
P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed high monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Table 5.7. Open Field Test of mice fed a lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo) high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo )
and monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo),
monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 23.

Offspring on lab chow diet
LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

Offspring on obesogenic diet
HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

Total distance
Travelled (cm)

7569±117

5901±132*

5706±146*

6668±112*

5426±127*

5901±378*

5875±92*

5789±82.96*

Mean velocity
(cm/s)

6.63± 0.13

5.78±2.35*

5.74±0.26*

5.54±0.16*

5.69±0.20*

5.44±0.16*

5.09±0.10*

5.10±0.07*

Rearing
Frequency

24.09±0.78

17.67±0.67*

16.29±1.13*

15.45±0.87*

20.17±1.01*

13±1.02*#

14.5±0.73*#

14.9±0.75*#

Centre
duration (s)

154.85±4.18

93±1.71*

97.01±1.68*

85.94±2.30*

96.16±2.59*

88.86±7.85*

88.86±5.22*#

80.88±3.01*#

Periphery
duration (s)

1045.15±4.18

1107±1.71*

1114±2.30*

1112±2.59*

1111±7.85*

1103±5.22*#

1119±3.01*#

Centre
frequency

65±1.79

49±1.66*

45±2.04*

46±2*

47±1.78*

36±1.76*#

30±1.92*#

33±1.93*#

Periphery
frequency

66±1.79

50±1.66*

46±2.04*

47±2*

48±1.78*

37±1.76*#

31±1.92*#

34±1.93*#

1103±1.68*

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed a high sugar diet (HSm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on an obesogenic diet
from mothers fed a high monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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(3) Open field test at week 23 (Table5.7)
At week 23 the total distance was affected by MD (F(3,68)=10.179, P=0.000), OD (
F(1,68)=46.805, P=0.000) and interaction between the MD and OD (F(3,68)=19.759,
P=0.000). Mice in the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo groups (P<0.05) decreased their total distance compared to mice in the
LCm/LCo group. Mice fed an Ob diet from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG (all P>0.05) did
not show any significant difference in total distance compared to the LCm/Obo group
(Table 5.7). Also, mice fed LC (HFm/LCo and HSm/LCo) compared to their siblings on
an Ob diet (HFm/Obo and HSm/Obo) did not show any significant difference but mice in
the MSGm/LCo group had increased their total distance compared to mice in the
MSGm/Obo group (all P>0.05).
Velocity was significantly affected by MD (F(3,68)= 13.130, P=0.000) and OD
(F(1,68)=25.081, P=0.000). There was no significant interaction between MD and OD
(F(3,68)=1.506, P=0.221). Mice in the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo,
HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups decreased their velocity compared to the LCm/LCo
group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.7). Also, mice fed Ob diet (HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo) (P>0.05) did not show any significant difference in their velocity compared
to mice fed a LC diet (HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo). Even mice fed an Ob diet
compared to mice in the LCm/Obo did not show any significant difference group (all
P>0.05).
MD (F(3,68)= 34.775, P=0.000) and OD ( F(1,68)=17.719, P=0.000) had a significant
effect on mouse rearing frequency. There was no significant difference in interaction
between the MD and OD (F(3,68)=2.336, P=0.079) in rearing frequency which was
significantly decreased in mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo,
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HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo group compared to the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05). Rearing
frequency in mice from the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo group significantly
decreased compared to the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.7). Centre frequency
and duration were significantly lower in mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, LCm/Obo,
HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups compared with the LCm/LCo group (all
P<0.05) (Table 5.7), although mice from the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups
(all P<0.05) had significantly lower rearing frequency the duration was significantly
lower in mice from the HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo group (P<0.05) compared with the
LCm/Obo group.

5.2.4.5. Corelations between open field test data and total body weight gain
Mice at 5, 13 and 23 weeks old had a significantly negative correlation between the total
distance moved(cm/20 min) and total body weight gain (g) (Table 5.8. A). In addition,
at 5 weeks there was not a correlation between velocity (cm/s) and total body weight
gain (g) (Table 5.8. B). However, at 13 and 23 weeks there was a significantly negative
correlation between the velocity (cm/s) and total body weight gain (g) (Table 5.8. B).
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Table 5.8.A. Week 23, correlation between total distance moved (cm/20 min) and total
body weight gain (g) B. Correlation between velocity (cm/s) and total body weight gain
(g).

A. Total distance moved
(cm) and total BW
gain (g)
r
P
B. Velocity (cm/s)
and total BW
gain (g)
r
P

Week 5

Week 13

Week 23

-0.269

-0.315

-0.320

0.019

0.006

0.006

Week 5

Week 13

Week 23

-0.156

-0.478

-0.287

0.178

0.000

0.026

5.2.4.6. Comparison of open field test results between weeks
Comparing open field test (OFT) results from week 5, 13 and 23, it was found that mice
23 weeks old fed LC or Ob diet from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG (Table 5.7) showed
less physical activity than mice in LCm/LCo group (P<0.05). Mice 5 weeks old fed LC
from mothers fed HS or MSG (Table 5.5) travelled a greater distance compared to their
siblings on an Ob diet (P<0.05). Moreover, at this age mice from the HFm/LCo,
HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo group decreased their total distance compared to the LCm/LCo
group. Also, mice 13 weeks old from all groups except the MSGm/LCo and HFm/Obo
groups (P<0.05) (Table 5.6) decreased their activity compared to the LCm/LCo group.
Therefore, besides MD and OD influence, age- related changes were observed in the
OFT.
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The rearing frequency and exploratory activity did not change much over the time. At
week 5, 13 and 23 mice in all groups had lower rearing frequency and exploratory
activity than mice in the LCm/LCo group. Also, mice fed an Ob diet from a mother fed
HF, HS or MSG had lower rearing frequency and exploratory activity than those in the
LCm/Obo group. At this time MD and OD had a clear impact on the rearing frequency
and exploratory activity.

5.2.4.7. Influence of maternal and offspring diet on mice behaviour in forced
swimming test
Swimming time
In the three way ANOVA the swimming time was significantly affected by MD
( F(3,67)=128.546, P=0.000), OD (F(1,67)=176.063, P=0.000), time (F(1,67)=94.826,
P=0.000) and interaction between MD and OD (F(3,67)=6.106, P=0.001). At week 5, a
post hoc test showed that mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo
HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo groups had a significantly decreased swimming
time compare to mice from LCm/LCo groups (all P<0.05) (Table 5.9). Also mice in the
HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo groups had significantly decreased swimming time
compared to mice from the LCm/Obo group ( all P<0.05). Swimming time in mice fed
LC from a mother on LC was significantly longer (18.5%) (P<0.05) compared to mice
in the LCm/Obo group. Mice fed a LC diet from a mother fed HF had a significantly
longer (21.5%) (P<0.05) swimming time than mice on the Ob diet from a HF mother. A
similar result was obtained for mice on the LC diet from a mother fed HS; they had a
significantly longer (16%) (P<0.05) swimming time than mice in the
HSm/Obo. Mice fed LC from a mother fed an MSG diet had 5% longer swimming time
than mice in the MSGm/Obo group but that was not enough for a significant difference
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in post hoc analysis (P=0.085) (Figure 5.2).
At week 13, a post hoc test showed that mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo,
LCm/Obo HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo groups had a significantly decreased
swimming time compared to mice from the LCm/LCo groups (all P<0.05) (Table 5.10).
Also, mice in the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo group had a significantly
decreased swimming time compared to mice from the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05).
Moreover, mice fed Ob from mothers fed HF or MSG had a significantly decreased
swimming time compared to mice fed LC from mothers fed a HF or MSG diet (all
P<0.05).
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Table 5.9. Forced swimming test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo )
or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 5.
Offspring on lab chow diet

Offspring on obesogenic diet

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

Struggling (s)

36.00±0.16

18.44±0.59*

26.37±0.52*

26.14±2.14*

54.77±0.50*

36.78±1.46#

50.09±0.82*

27.37±1.20*#

Swimming (s)

264.72±0.70

242.92±0.97*

230.53±1.63*

183.36±4.91*

215.95±0.69*

190.82±1.40*#

194.04±3.69*#

193.14±2.24*#

Floating(s)

59.15±0.95

98.84±1.21*

103.64±1.92*

152.44±5.68*

83.38±0.74*

130.70±1.99*#

116.16±3.33*#

139.53±1.58*#

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat diet
(HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obegenic diet from mothers fed
monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Figure 5.2. Forced swmming test of mice fed lab chow diet from mothers fed lab chow
(LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo ) or monosodium glutamate
(MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high
sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at
week 5. Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05vs control (LCm/LCo), #P<0.05vs mice fed
obesogenic from mother fed lab chow (LCm/Obo), P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet
from mothers fed high fat diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed a high sugar diet (HSm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on an obesogenic diet from
mothers fed a monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).

At week 23, futher tests showed that mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo,
LCm/Obo HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo group had a significantly decreased
swimming time compared to mice from the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.11).
Also, mice in the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo groups showed a significantly
decreased their swimming time compared to mice from the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05).
However, mice fed LC from mothers fed HF, HS or MSG did not show any significant
difference compared to mice fed an Ob diet from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet
(all P>0.05) .
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Table 5.10. Forced swimming test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo )
or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 13.
Offspring on lab chow diet

Offspring on obesogenic diet

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

Struggling (s)

57.68±0.46

31.41±0.45*

31.03±0.80*

37.73±1.89*

43.12±0.69*

22.89±0.76*#

33.83±0.80*#

34.72±1.31*#

Swimming (s)

264.79±0.55

239.87±0.80*

239.38±1.71*

246.08±4.37*

254.20±1.05*

222.63±0.60*#

234.54±3.73*#

215.40±3.40*#

Floating(s)

37.23±0.40

88.79±1.06

89.92±1.83*

76.24±5.13*

62.71±0.65*

114.48±1.09*#

92.60±4.35*#

108.74±2.85*

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05 vs LCm/Obo. P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo).
P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Floating time
The three-way ANOVA showed that floating time was significantly affected by MD
(F(3,67)=228.385, P=0.000), OD (F(1,67)=106.100, P=0.000), time (F(1,67)=38.1, P=0.000)
and interaction between MD and OD (F(3,67)=8.462, P=0.000). At week 5, the post hoc
analysis recognised a significant increase in floating time in and mice from the HFm/LCo
,

HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, MSGm/Obo groups compared to

mice in the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.9). Mice in the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo,
and MSGm/Obo sgroups showed a significantly increased floating time compared to
mice in the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05). Moreover, mice fed Ob from mother fed HF
and MSG significantly decreased floating time compared to mice fed LC from mothers
fed HFor MSG diet (all P<0.05).

At week13, the post hoc analyses recognised a significant increase in the floating time
in mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and
MSGm/Obo groups compared to mice in the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.10).
Mice in the HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and MSGm/Obo groups had significantly increased
floating time compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05). Moreover, mice fed
Ob from mother fed HF or MSG significantly decreased floating time compared to mice
fed LC from mothers fed a HF or MSG diet (all P<0.05).

At week 23, the post hoc analysis recognised a significant increase in the floating time
in mice from the HFm/LCo , HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo, and
MSGm/Obo groups compared to mice in the LCm/LCo group (all P<0.05) (Table 5.11).
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Table 5.11. Forced swimming test of mice fed lab chow (LC) diet from mothers fed lab chow (LCm/LCo), high fat (HFm/LCo), high sugar (HSm/LCo)
or monosodium glutamate (MSGm/LCo) and mice fed obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat (HFm/Obo), high sugar (HSm/Obo), monosodium
glutamate (MSGm/Obo ) or lab chow diet (LCm/Obo) at week 23.
Offspring on lab chow diet

Offspring on obesgenic diet

LCm/LCo

HFm/LCo

HSm/LCo

Struggling (s)

35.65±0.48

23.60±0.23*

Swimming (s)

267.34±0.75
56.00±0.69

Floating(s)

MSGm/LCo

LCm/Obo

HFm/Obo

HSm/Obo

MSGm/Obo

28.38±0.98*

25.26±4.06*

29.16±0.47

27.80±0.71*#

26.31±1.22*#

27.07±1.19*#

228.32±0.58*

222.92±2.68*

248.25±7.06*

246.21±1.66

222.63±11.54*#

212.82±4.19*#

231.21±3.20*#

107.89±0.56*

108.48±2.62*

86.84±6.92*

84.48±1.73*

119.04±11.76*#

121.57±3.35*#

101.58±4.14*

Data presented mean±SEM. *P<0.05 vs control LCm/LCo, # P<0.05vs LCm/Obo. P<0.001 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high fat
diet (HFm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from mothers fed high sugar diet (HSm/Obo). P<0.05 vs mice on obesogenic diet from
mothers fed monosodium glutamate diet (MSGm/Obo).
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Mice in the HFm/Obo and HSm/Obo, groups recorded a significantly increased floating
time compared to mice in the LCm/Obo group (all P<0.05). However, mice fed Ob from
a mother fed HF, HS or MSG did not show any significant difference in swimming
time, compared to mice fed LC from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet (all P>0.05).

5.2.4.8. Corelations between forced swimming test data and total body weight gain
Mice at 5, 13 and 23 weeks old, had a significantly negative correlation between
swimming time (s) and total body weight gain (g) (Table 5.12. A). However, correlation
between floating time (s) and total body weight gain (g) was significantly positive
(Table 5.12. B).

Table 5.12. A. Week 5, 13 and 23 correlation between swimming time and total body
weight gain (g) B. Correlation between floating time and total body weight gain (g).

A. Swimming time (s) and
total BW gain (g)
r
P
B. Floating time (s)
and total BW gain (g)
r
P

Week 5

Week 13

Week 23

-0.422

-0.512

-0.403

0.000

0.000

0.000

Week 5

Week 13

Week 23

0.45

0.564

0.316

0.000

0.000

0.006
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5.2.4.9. Comparison of forsed swimming test results between weeks

At all three time points (5, 13 and 23 week) mice participating in the forced swimming
test showed similar results. Mice from the LCm/LCo group spent more time swimming
and struggling than all others groups. However, floating time was shorter in mice from
the LCm/LCo group than in all others groups. The comparison in floating time in mice (5
weeks old) fed LC from mothers fed HF (33.7%) and HS (34.6%) with mice fed
obesogenic diet from mothers fed HF (43%) and HS (38.6%) suggest that increased
high calorie food decreases mice activity.

5.2.5 Discussion

The incidence of anxiety and depression mental disorders is increasing in developed
countries (Sharma et al. 2012), and obesity is a risk factor for anxiety (Asakawa et al.
2003). However, some researchers have challenged the hypothesis the “obesity is a
high risk for anxiety” (Gariepy et al. 2010). There are debates whether obesity causes
anxiety or anxiety causes obesity (Gariepy et al. 2010).This study showed that both
intrauterine and postpartum nutrition have a significant influence on mice behaviour as
early as 5 to 23 weeks of age. This study investigated the effects of maternal obesity,
caused by the three common types of diet (HF, HS and MSG) on the behavioural
changes in mice. Also, this study investigated the effect of maternal obesity and
offspring nutrition that was included as another influential factor on behavioural
changes in mice. Maternal obesity programmed obesity in their offspring at an early
developmental stage and had a stronger influence on their obesity than offspring diet
alone (Chen et al. 2008). Therefore, it was expected that the combination of a maternal
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and offspring diet would develop more obese offspring and result in more visible
behavioural changes.

The results obtained in this study for the elevated plus maze test were consistent with
findings in previous studies associated with anxiety (Mineur and Crusic 2002; Wright et
al. 2011). Mice in the LCm/LCo group showed more entries and more full body entries
into the OA than mice from all other groups (HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo,
LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo). For that reason, it can be concluded that
the type of maternal or offspring diets do not play an important role with respect to
behavioural changes in mice but that obesity caused by maternal or offspring diet can
influence mice behaviours. However, mice demonstrated different responses to EMT on
basis of their diet; mice fed LC from a mother fed a HS diet had fewer entries in the
open arms than mice fed a HF or MSG diet (Tables 5.1. and 5.3.). Previous researchers
showed that rats fed sucrose demonstrated a decreased time in the open arms (Chepulisa
et al. 2009) but honey fed rats showed an increased time spent in the open arms, as
honey has a lower glycaemic index than sucrose and may lead to less hyperglycaemia
(Chepulisa et al. 2009). Furthermore, rats fed a HS diet for 2 months showed fewer
brain-derived neurotrophic factors in the hippocampus (Yamada-Goto et al. 2012).
Rodents from a mother fed a HF diet showed the same effect in decreased brain-derived
neurotrophic factors and anxiety-like behaviour in the EPMT (Peleg-Raibstein et al.
2012). However, Maniam and Morris found that the consumption of a HF diet in rats
after early life stress such as maternal separation, reduces anxiety-like behaviour in the
EPMT (Maniam and Morris 2010).
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Also in this study, the ratio of time open /time closed and the number of entries in the
CA increased in mice that were affected by MD and OD (HFm/Obo, and HSm/Obo)
compared to mice in the LCm/LCo group. Previous studies suggest that when animals
avoid open arms they have anxiety-related behaviours (Mineur and Crusic 2002).
Furthermore, Spencer and Tilbrook reported that postnatal overfeeding in rats affected
their behaviour in anxiety tests (Spancer and Tilbrook 2009).
Overweight or obese rodents demonstrated an increased level of anxiety with their
increased BW (Spancer and Tilbrook 2009). For example, Souza et al fed rats with a
highly palatable food and led them to gain BW that was associated with some anxietylike behaviour (Souza et al. 2007). Also, obese mice fed with agouti protein showed
some anxiety-like behaviour associated with increased BW (Harris R.B. et al. 2001).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the relationship between anxiety-like behaviour and
increased BW in rodents is not fully explained by existing literature (Spancer and
Tilbrook 2009). The results from this study indicated a slightly increased level of
anxiety in mice in MD, OD or MD and OD in combination. Correlation between the
number of entries in the OA or the CA and BW was negative correlated.
The OFT (Walsh and Cummim 1976) provides measures of exploration, locomotion
and anxiety. The rearing frequency in this study was higher in mice in the groups
LCm/LCo and LCm/Obo than in mice in all other groups (HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo,
MSGm/LCo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo). A high frequency of this behaviour
indicates increased locomotor and exploratory activities, and a lower level of anxiety. In
the present study, the OFT mice affected with MD or MD and OD (HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo,
MSGm/LCo, LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo) showed less physical
activity than mice in the LCm/LCo group. The lower physical activity can be interpreted
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as a lower exploratory drive (Mineur and Crusic 2002). The decreased centre frequency
and the duration of time spent in the central square in the case of mice affected by MD
(HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo, MSGm/LCo) or MD and OD ( LCm/Obo, HFm/Obo, HSm/Obo and
MSGm/Obo) indicated that these mice had lower exploratory behaviour and higher
anxiety-like behaviour (Walsh and Cummim 1976). Furthermore, these changes in mice
behaviour suggested that obesity can be one of the factors that may slightly increase
mice anxiety. There was also a negative correlation between physical activity and BW.
Moreover, the involvement of reduced locomotor activity to body weight gain was
estimated by correlating locomotor activity and body weight gain (Bjursell et al. 2008).
In this study, the OFT results demonstrated age-related changes in behaviour in the case
mice at 23 weeks old. Those mice fed a LC or Ob diet, from a mother fed HF, HS or
MSG, travelled less than at an earlier age (5 and 13 weeks). A previous study reported
an age-related decline in locomotor activity in mice fed a high caloric diet (Hessea et al.
2010). A previous study suggested that the application of leptin injections in the first 10
days of life increased anxiety behaviour in adulthood (Morris 2009). Also, other studies
showed that maternal stress during pregnancy increased the possibility of offspring
obesity as well as decreased offspring brain development (Dallman et al. 2005; Morris
2009). For that reason, the results of the OFT in this study suggested possible
inadequate brain development or programmed obesity that influenced the behavioural
changes in mice affected by MD and OD.
Forced swimming tests are usually used to estimate the level of depressive-like
behaviour (George et al. 2010). Mice are forced into an unavoidable situation and their
time spent immobile is a measure of behavioural despair. Type 2 diabetes and
depression are diseases that occur together very often (Sharma et al. 2010). Therefore,
in this study the forced swimming test was used to show MD, OD and combination MD
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and OD influence on mice behaviour and depression. In all 3 age groups (5, 13 and 23
weeks old) mice showed that maternal HS, HF and MGS diets increased immobility
time in mice from the HFm/LCo, HSm/LCo and MSGm/LCo group. Interactions between
MD and OD prolonged immobility even more. Therefore, mice in the HFm/Obo,
HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obo groups had a significantly longer immobility time than mice in
the HFm/LCo, HSm/Obo and MSGm/Obogroup. Again, it showed a stronger impact of
interactions of MD and OD than just MD in the slight development of offspring
depression symptoms. At age 13 and 23 weeks, the impaired swimming time in mice
affected by MD, OD and combination MD and OD diet can be caused by obesity.
However, at 5 weeks of age, when obesity wasn’t yet developed in any groups, the
central nervous system mechanism related to depression could be the cause of decreased
swimming time in mice affected by MD, OD or combination MD and OD (Sharma et al.
2010). The previous study on leptin over expression in transgenic mice suggested that a
high plasma level of leptin showed less depressive behaviour in the FST (Yamada et al.
2011). However, in the same study in mice with diet induced obesity, with a high
plasma leptin, the depressive -like behaviour was increased compared to their control
group. Yamada et al used the sucrose preference test and the FST to measure the
depressive-like behaviour and concluded that FST is a more stressful test. Therefore,
mice with diet induced obesity increased their susceptibility to a depressive state under
basal condition (Yamada et al. 2011). The other studies on mice suggested that leptin
directly affected the hypothalamic neurons regulating BW and behaviour via the brain
serotonergic system (Collin et al. 2000).
Moreover, an estimation of the involvement that reduced locomotor activity to body
weight gain was done by correlating locomotor activity and body weight gain (Bjursell
et al. 2008).
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In general, this study showed a decreased travel distance in the open arms in the EPMT,
decreased locomotor activity in the OFT and increased immobility in the FST which
showed the presence of a maternal and offspring diet influence on mice behaviour.
According to these results if the type of MD was compared to each other there would be
a stronger influence from high caloric food such as HF and HS on the behavioural
changes in mice than the influence of an MSG diet, although in this study mice
influenced by both MD and OD showed even stronger behavioural changes than mice in
the control group (LCm/LCo).
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Chapter 6
OVERALL CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTHER STUDY

6.1 Overall conclusion
The present study used a mouse model to investigate the influence of a maternal
macronutritional diet (saturated fat, fructose and monosodium glutamate) in the
development of obesity, glucose intolerance, anxiety and depression in male mouse
offspring. Also, this study investigates the effects of interactions between maternal and
offspring diets, (Ob) diets, the processes of developing obesity, T2D and anxiety and
depression in male mice offspring. This study has some important findings.

A high fat, high sugar or monosodium glutamate diet affects the body weight of
pregnant mice
This study shows that mouse mothers fed HF and HS diets gain significantly more
weight than those in the control group (LC) after just one week on these diets. They
continued to gain more weight after the 2nd week on a HF or HS diet. However, a
maternal HF diet resulted in a significantly smaller number of pups (Table 3.1).
Although, mothers fed a high MSG diet had no difference in weight from LC mothers
they produced a significantly smaller number of pups than the LC mothers.
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Weight gain in offspring during the suckling period is higher from mothers fed a
high far diet, high sugar or monosodium glutamate diet
During the suckling period (before weaning), the first 3 weeks of offspring life, mice
from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet gain more BW compared to mice from a
mother fed LC (Figure 3.2). It should be noted that the mothers, after giving birth, were
returned to a LC diet which suggests that the mother’s diet during the pregnancy period
has lasting effects on the pups’ weight.

Weight gain in offspring after weaning is influenced by interactions between
maternal diets and offspring diet
This study found that male mice fed a LC or Ob diet from a mother fed a HF, HS or
MSG diet increased food intake, increased BW (Figure 3.4 A, B and C) and adipose
tissue compared to mice fed LC from a mother fed LC. However, mice fed an Ob from
a mother fed a HF diet accumulated significantly more visceral fat than mice fed LC
from a mother fed a HF diet (Table 3.2). The combination of MD and Obesogenic
offspring diets produced heavier mice (HSm/Obo) (Figure 3.3).
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Glucose concentration is affected in offspring from mothers fed a high fat, high
sugar or monosodium glutamate diet and offspring fed an obesogenic diet with
interactions between maternal diet and obesogenic offspring diet
The present study showed that glucose concentration in offspring fed LC from a mother
fed HF increased, but a greater increase was found in offspring fed an Ob diet from a
mother fed HF.
In the current study, in comparing the results of the GTT of mice in the HSm/LCo and
HSm/Obo groups, mice in the HSm/Obo group showed a higher concentration of glucose
levels in their blood than mice in the HSm/LCo group. However, mice in the HSm/Obo
group had an increased glucose level with aging (Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). These results
suggest that the interactions between MD and Ob offspring diets influenced stronger
glucose impairments. Therefore, it is noticeable that interactions between MD and Ob
offspring diets increased blood glucose levels in offspring more than the influence of
MD.

Offspring behaviour are influenced by maternal diets and Ob offspring with
interactions between MD and Ob diets
This study shows that a maternal HF diet influences behavioural changes in mouse
offspring. Offspring behavioural changes in the Elevated plus Maze Test (EPMT) and
Forced Swimming Test tended towards the development of anxiety and depression-like
behaviour. In the EPMT mice fed LC or Ob diet from a mother fed a HF diet spent more
time in the closed arms and avoiding the open, lighter area (Table 5.1). These means
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that maternal, as well as offspring, diets had a strong impact on the development of
anxiety symptoms such as the offspring spending more time in the closed arms.
This current study demonstrated that a maternal high fructose diet influenced behaviour
in mouse offspring. In the EPMT mice fed LC from a mother fed a HS diet showed
fewer entrances in the open arms than mice fed LC from a mother fed LC. Also, mice
fed an Ob diet from a mother fed HS had even fewer entrances in the open arms than
mice in the HSm/LCo group (Table 5.1). Therefore, it can be noted that while maternal
diets cause anxiety-like symptoms, the combination of MD and OD increased the
intensity of anxiety-like symptoms.
In this study, during EPMT at week 5, 13 and 23 mice in the MSG m/LCo and
MSGm/Obo group showed a similar number of entries in the open arms. The number of
open arm entries was significantly lower than mice in the control (LC m/LCo) group
(Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). According to these results, MD and the interaction between
MD and Ob offspring diets showed no development of anxiety-like symptoms in their
offspring.
The results show that offspring from a mother fed a HS diet had an increased chance of
developing anxiety-like symptoms than offspring from a mother fed an MSG diet.
In this study during the FST mice fed a LC or Ob diet from a mother fed a HF diet
showed a prolonged immobility time (Table 5.9 and 5.11). These results indicate a
possible appearance of depression-like behaviour in offspring. The FST results in this
study showed that maternal HS diets increased immobility time in mice from the
HSm/LCo group. Interactions between MD and Ob offspring diets showed even greater
prolonged immobility time. Therefore, mice in the HSm/Obo had a significantly longer
immobility time than mice in the HSm/LCo group. These results suggest a stronger
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impact of interactions between MD and Ob offspring diets than just MD in the
development of offspring behavioural changes as a sign of depression.

6.2. Suggestions for further study
1. The present study showed BW gain as a result of maternal diets. Therefore, an
investigation into biochemical pathways should be undertaken to understand how
maternal diets affect offspring BW, leptin and insulin secretion.
2. Obesity is an increasing health problem in the human population with a tendency to
influence the development of other diseases such as type 2 diabetes, vascular coronary
diseases and some types of cancer (Arterburn and Noel 2001). Even with extensive
research in this field, there are still many unanswered questions such as how obesity
influences the development of other diseases. It will be interesting to investigate
whether MD or OD diets have an impact in development of other obesity related
diseases.
3. The present study shows maternal diets, offspring diets and the time exposed to these
diets influence the level of glucose in blood during a GTT. This suggests that MD and
OD may be influential elements in offspring’ insulin resistance. However, further
research should be directed to the molecular/cellular pathways that are involved in
insulin resistance associated with MD and OD. There was a big difference in glucose
levels between mice 5 weeks old and 23 weeks old. Therefore, it will be useful to
investigate the best time point to take advantage of the potential to reverse blood
glucose to normal level by changing the diets.
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4. This study clearly showed that maternal and offspring (Ob) diets can influence the
development of anxiety and depression -like behaviours in mice. The development of
abnormal behaviour in male mice caused by maternal and offspring (Ob) diets should be
further investigated at different concentrations of macronutritional (HF, HS and high
MSG) diets compared to LC diets at different ages. In this way, experiments will be
able to provide important information, for understanding the relationship between diets
and these abnormal behaviours which may help to design strategies to reverse the
abnormal behaviours at a suitable time point.

6.3. Conclusion
Maternal obesity during gestation and postnatal overnutrition are major factors for the
early development of obesity in offspring. In conclusion, the results from this study
suggest that maternal HF, HS and MSG diets might cause BW gain in male mice as a
result of increased food intake and feeding efficiency caused by the maternal diets.
Also, the interactions between MD and Ob offspring diets showed more prominent
results in BW gain, food intake and food efficiency. Glucose tolerance changed
differently but was more severely impaired in mice fed an Ob diet. Results obtained
from different behaviour tests suggest a possible development of anxiety and
depression-like symptoms in mice fed LC from mothers fed a HF, HS or MSG diet.
Again, more significant results were obtained from mice fed an Ob diet from a mother
fed HF, HS or MSG. Further investigations will be necessary mostly in areas which
explain the mechanisms underlying these effects between obesity, hormonal
dysfunction and neuronal transmission, particularly the interactions.
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